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PADUCAH. KY., SATURDAY EVENING. AUGUST 18. 1904;.

10 CENTS PER WEEK
••••

BLACKSMITHS GO
OUT FOR HELPER
Di4charged for

By the consent of the people
of Paducah, The Sun hats the
largest circUllitiun in tilt, city
and county.
The average for
July was 411816 a day.

Wrangling
With Assistant Paymaster

Committee Waits on Meister Mechanic and Carry Case to Officers of Union.

BANK CLEARINGS
KEEP UP RECORD
Nothing Rut Heavy Gains All
Through Summer.

TWO CENT FARE.

ani

Retail and lAltolesale Dealers Foto).
trig 11.0114411S1 Trade and PnssBut
pects Are Bright.

,e,-dididelseesselelelseelele'relseeeelelelslelsee

LOOKS SQUALLY
1
IN THE FAR EAST

'A SIMPLE DEVICE
WORTH FORTUNE

A FOICtiElt Ptiol•C.tH
tilltL PLUNGES INTO
tienerally fair and eiontinued
esolit possibly scattereu
1..thE \ E.Alt OMAHA.
A special from thwart, Seh.,
local ihimiler.showers tonight or
rays that %ibis Ifilda Swendby, of
l'he highest temperature retainsi yi•stertlay wee lei
that city, formerly living 'war
l'adiusilis plunged
and the lours( eels), teas 73.
tube Cutoff illussian Officer
Says Japan
Breaks Thread on Knitting
bake with suIrkial Intent, soil seas
rescue.1 by 0. H. l'Iumhock. It
Seeks War.
Machine and Saves Motley
is believed she is demented. The
young yionuitt could not hi' identified hove, am no
• seems to
FltEE LUNCH CONTAMINATED. Paducah Man sol.es
Island Empire Wants ‘'lladivostok
Problem Dist
renvember her, She imobably V
and Needs Only Excuse to fleHas lieen studied for Many
lived out le tile ('sulit).•
Beef Unfit for Food Fumed in Chicaw.',
Years by Mill (tellers.
go Saloons.

to Receive Support of All
Four Governors.
-.a—.
Harrisburg. Penn., August 18. Chicago, August 18.,--That the
REMARK ABOUT WIDIE COLLAR All governors except foot: east Mlle- 'AMR FINDS PLENTY TO 140.
EUROPE SHOULD TAKE A HAND
free lunch served in hundreds of sa- 1111,1. %IA N U FACTU RE IT MIN
issippi have given written pledgestio
loons in Chicago Is largely composed
eq-operate with the state board of
of meat In a condition absolutely on
Pennsylvania for the
passage by
Because J. Carroll, assistant to
Bank clearing.. .
111718„745
fit for uee, was discostred yesterday
St. Petersburg, August IR-their respective legislatures of a uniA simple contrivance to break the
A
Paymaster W. Newell, wore a ati
Sante neek last
'
ear
tilhi.76-1
geueral who ranks uext to (leneraf by Food Inspector Murray, when his thread of a
form two-cent fare on all steam railknitting machine, which
collar and shirt and refused to accomInertease
INASI
Grodekoff and
who will probably force of assistants raided a barn at will mean the establishment
roads. Governors Stokes, of New Jerof a
odate A blackandth. helper In tha lo121
Illinois
succeed him AS commander Is
_stre_et. _tamed- 4-sey. and Warffetd, orMarylfiffir, are
fasemer and fir- erctustvs manuraie;-"
cal Illinois Central shops. the Illinois
Bank clearings again allow an In- And Contract Cannot Be Let Okuda
has Just arrived in St. Pefere- Davidsou.
silent. Beckham, of Kentucky. die
ture of the patent here: and which
crease this week, maintaining the recCentral blacksmith shops are idle toburg with the latest news from the
not know enough about the subject
will mean a fortune to the inventor
Next
Saturday.
day and the entire force of 31 black.
ord of the summer, and
inlicating
Recent
Robberies. at LAPOkOtii
far east
Speaking to your
to commit himself. Cobb. of Maine,
and his associate, has stood the suct14111/41111 peavey clear up :to the besmiths *ad helpers is out on a strike.
Chattanooga, Tenn August 18 -today he said:
carompndeut
declined to help.
cessful test of several weeks and
It is said that it means either the
ginning of the fall trade.
"Japan wants Vladivostok and the Chief Clerk Eugene Jordan of the active preparations
for the manuClearance sales in all the Morel., (Ay Solicitor Campbell Finds That Amur
removal of Carroll and reinstatine-the
region, and, bellevingele pre-: Lookout Mountain Inn, has been ar- facture of the inventions
i'‘oftsign Trade.
will be bewhich has caused a brace in the sumhelper or a continuation di idleness
Courts, Must lk• Changed or
rested
itt
connection
sent
with
moment
the recent gun. A Paducah resident
auspicious on account
Washington, August
18.-Trade
is the InIn the blacksmith shops. The entire
mer retail business, and the turning
Bight Secured.
of our internal trouble, may ()Pen robberies there. This is the fourth ventor, aud
of the United States, with its nonPaducah is the hunie of
shops will be affected seriously If the
over of fall goods have given added
arrest
made
lii
this
hostilities
case.
next
Jordan
was the patent. The value of the
winter, the prove
continguous territories amounted in
device
impetus to both the whoiesalis and rematter is not remedied immedlate'y
sloes of the Portsmouth treaty giv- at one time clerk at the Staoton can be seen in
the fiscal year just endmi to $119,an offer of eeverat
;:may I have my check now?" C
tail trade, and Paducah
merchants
ing plenty of excuses. The most Im- house, this t•ity, and later at the thousand
304,511.
WILL CONSIDER
IT
MONDAY.
dollars, which was turued
E. Averitt. the helper,. asked of Carhave ko cause to complain of their
•
portant points In controversy are tter Cleveland in Memphis
•
down. because the inventor saw posshare lf the country's prosperity.
roll as the latter walked towards the
fishing rights in the Sungari and.
sibilities of more in the manufacture
Building ountinise with rumors of
door of the master mecainic's office
Amur rivers, the Manchurian fronand sale of IL
more extensive operations soon to
he
to pay off the clerieal . force.
Advertisements for bide on the tier customs and
the Russian comMr. E. 0. Davis, assistant superbn
shops all over the system are paiPby
start. A half dozen flat buildings are sewer extension have been held up
mercial rights in Manchuria and Kotendent of the Dixie Knitting Mills.
in process of eonstruetion in differen. indefinitely, pending a question ae
the assistant, who goes througb then
rea, which were left undecided. The
Eighth and Jones street, is the Inparts of the city, and numerous small to right of way, which can not be more
andpays each man, where he works
IS HERE IN INTEREST 0F HIS
we yield, the more the Japaventor and Dr. R. E. -Hearse is hts
Averitt worked just at the west end
residences are-going up.
Settled until Engineer Alvord comes nese
PROSECVTION ILI FcleD IN MCI?
CA NUMMI..
demand.
associate. The invention. Is simpleshops at the
The ways and dry dock. are doing from Chicago Monday.
of the blacksmith
IN (7121CUll
RT,
"Their insolence has reached
the result of Davis' constant apple
a
"shears" and had left his place. Caran unusually good hu.iness getting
When City Solicitor Campbell was high degree,
Japanese armed militaration
to the textile machines -and
place
his
boats in shape for the''season's rise, preparing the ordinance for the sewroll ordered him back to
ry engineers are openly sketching
It will prove a matter of economy to
and Averitt took offense at the way Seeking Democratic. Nomination for and this with the building and the er work this morning, - using the
the Vladivostok fortifIcattons, while one ills. sselitl.
Charge% Tiott An- the mill operators in several ways.
in which the order was given. He
Superintendent ot Public
municipal -improvement work, which plans in City Engineer Washington's
the Japanese living in Vladivostok
It can save $15 a day in the ordinaother had hint %rnsarti WithCarroll's
attire and
shows no signs of abating until cold office to aid him, he discovered Mac
then remarked on
Instruction.
and the Amur country ignore the
ry knitting mill of 100 mach:nes: It
out Probable C4111••-.
said because Carro:1 wore a white
weather puts an end to it, the exten- the sewer route traverses the propRussian authorities.
precluded danger of cuts to operashirt he thought he was better that,
sive repairs to the street railway sys- erty of several citizens
"Japan purposely declined to pertors of the machines and lengthens
working men. Carroll is alleged to
tem and the increased foree In the
This discovery put an end to hts mit outsiders
If. 0. Winfrey, superintendent of
having anything to do
the life of the machine. The patent
haver<plied that he had better be
Central shops. keepe labor labors. He Immediately called into
R E. (Wit, a blacksmith, this
with the Portsmouth, treaty, which
Public schools at Middlesboro, cancan
be held in the palm of the hand
mice
serene with his language or he
well employed. consultation Mayor Yelser and other was therefore
morning tLed suit in circuit, court
didate for the state Fuperi ntendent of
unwitnesses,. uncertiand yet it is something that .ineenlose his Job. To this It is alleged
city officials and explained to them fied
and unguaranteed. Our presence against W R. Parker, another black- tors have sought to arrive
Public instruction, la in Paducah le
at Um
Averitt stated that he would not lose
that the city cannot construct the on the Amur
smith, for $10,415ro damages for maSHOOTING AIMI.P1S.
the interest of his candidacy. Prot
and in. Vladtvostoit
years,
much St_
sewer
-until
felons
ithas
and- melted' effriatint Threes the Mikado- th
Yenta -ProilbSerion tu The
Wthfrey'' El Strikinj the nomination
maintain an arIn knitting stockings the thread
Following this an order front the
on the Democratic ticket, and proba- Two Nevem Fight Preach Mel and of the property owners to the use of my and fleet' there, tying his bank Paducah Pdtire ,ourt. On May 10 he from the machines has to be broken
master mechanic's office came, dis- bly
was
their land.
arrested
at
the
instance
Park'
of
so that he is compelled meekly so
wlii.1eapPosatil by; IC. A. Oulby hand. A cutter had been invested
One In Amplified.
charging Averitt. Then a committee
Two plans are open to the city. It accept such
er. he alleges, for the 'theft of a watch
lion, of New Castle,
incident as the killing
but it has not proven economical.
was appointed Io wait on -Master Mecan condemn the right of way or of seal
Prof. Winfrey was one of the
poachers by the Americans. valued at $26. lie Was arrested on The sock has to be knitted at least
Alfred Straws and Tom Catlett, secure grants from
chanic R. J. Turnbull and have Averthe streets and greatly humiliated by
the
property This is the secret of Japan's
workers for the state normal school.,
half an Inch longer In the toe where
anxiety
colored. engaged
In a pistol duet owners or confine the
tit reinstated.
extension
at
to
drive
and Is president of the Kentucky
us beyond the Amur, there- being taken through the street* by a the article is finished. erten the opWest present to
shortly after 5 o'clock
on
The committee was composed of th.
policeman.
was
states
He
he
that
that
part
of the district by gaining a province and
Educational association. He ls one Washthron
erator Is breaking her own thread.
freedom
street beyond Eleventh that can be reached
following: Rein Smith, Mack Penn,
rally exonerated ated that the prosecuwithout going of action,
of the best known ancrmost capable street
This
causes a waste of thread and a
afternooa,
yesterday
neibut
T. C. Goodman helpers: Barney h e- •
tion was asthout cause, and
onto private property.
purely
"We believe that
'educators in the state, aqd is said to
America and
loss of time in handling the machine.
ther was injured. Strauss is under arL.
C:earey, J. Ed Smith. Lindsay
malcious.
well
known
are
Both
The
latter plan is advocated by countries of Europe
be eminently fitted for the place to
Mr. Davis' patent breaks the thread.
having Interrest and says that Catlett shot first. City Solicitor Campbell, and he
Lock, blacksmiths. Master Mechanic
sug- ests In the far east should guarantee tradesmen in the city
which he aspires.
"The average knitting mill runs
Catlett *leaped.
R. J. Turnbull refused to put Averitt
gested that nothing further be done the status
quo.
100 machines." Mr. Davis stated.
back to work.
until Monday when Engineer /throe/
Governor at Came Harris
"and my patent will gave $17 a day
Loromottve 13 Explodes.
Following the report to the union
can see the plans, and possibly reHenderson, Ky. , Aug
18. --Gov on the 100 machines In thread
Birmingham,
Ala.,
August
and
lg. the entire force of helpers walkel out
arrange them so as to keep oft priBeekhani arrived here yesterday and gaining of time for the
At Ensley today the boiler of locoemployes.
and retuaed to work the remainder of
vate property, - at least. out Broadmet
was
by the First regiment, a com- My patent has been tested for
motive No 13 of the Birmingham
weeits
the morning
The blacksmiths at
way where the school building Is :0
mittee front the Henderson Commer- on machines in this mill and
Southern railroad, exploded while
has
noon quit and did not come back. This
be reached.
cial club and the pollee department proved a success. can save in
the engine was near the furnaces ot FILED FOR PROBATE IN
THE
addimin-tilts neither blacksmith nor helpTo await until rights of way 'can CAtellirli GREAT DAMAGE
the Tennessee Coal, Iron and RauAND lie was accompanied by Percey Haley tion to this time of the labor of the
COUNTY COURT TODAY,
er tethered up add the sho was idle.
b. secured or condemnation proceedIA*464 OF LIVE.
and other friends. The regiment and operators to the extent of
reed company. Engtneer Ed Brinker
at least
Mr. Turnbtall's featement.
ings prosecuted
would defer the
reception committee presented a long 10 cents a day. It means a possibiliand
Fireman
Claude
White
were
In"I do not know why the men walkwork indefinitely. The bids were to
line of march, which ended when they ty of knitting more socks on
stantly killed and their bodies blown
maed out and have sent for the comSecond Device Made Few Days Be- be opened next Saturday, but this is
arrived at Camp Harris, where he in- chines fitted out with my patent.
to
fragments.
Reports
mittee for a conference as soon as one
Meager
Are
and
Detail.
No
Impossible
now,
and
See new adfore Death Takes Care of Her
spected the troops.
and it will run several dozens over
Are 4)btaiMilille-iiUririvet• IS
can be arranged." Master Mechanic
Sertiseinents will have to name a laGrandchildren.
-the number knitted on
machines
Inerunie41.
Turnbull stated. "I have not been noter date.
where the operator has to break the
tified that • strike had beerrdeclared
thread.
and consider that the agreement
.TUNIPI)11 FROM ENGINE
"My patent Is simply a thread
Catratne
The
which is not yet 60 days old, to hay
will of the late Mn.
New York, Aug. 18.-No additionbreaker. It breaks the thread from
Hemet. mother, of Dr. Hermann T.
been broken by the employes.' The
WILL START 'AT 6 O'CLOCK ON
ReCitage He Thought It M'ould Strike al news from Valparaiso has been rethe sock and It never faits. Cutters
agreemedt gives employes power to
Heatilig, about whom so much inte,ceived. Cable operators left Valpar ENTRIES INIR DEMOCRATIC PRI- have proven
NEXT WEDNESDAY.'
Yard Office.
unauecetulfut because
centered for the past several
appeal to blither authority, and this
elt
MARY WISE.
also again last night but the reason is
the knives have to be kept at a racourse was not pursued. I was in.15
years, especially in th• bankruptcy
Springing from his engine which not Warned. Further details are ex
zor's edge and operators are often
formed that Mr. Carroll, who Pays_ off
probate thts he
court, was filed
for
thought was going through the pected today. A dispatch received by
cut with them. I conceived the idea
In consecutive order, had started in All Who Would Contribute Are Ask. morning in county court, but bele
south yards office. Fireman Ernest a London firm states that two square
breaking the thread and wet about
of
Candidate
%%hoes
Comes
Money
The
first.
Had
he.
office
the
up
ad
witMonday
until
off
prove
to
pay
to
Communicate
to
by
With UnBrakes. of 1242 North Twelfth street, acres at, one point were wrecked and
to do so, and I have."
In Figes wni 'wed List for
stopeed to pay the helper off it would
nesses.
ion Rescue Ittheilosi.
sustained serious injury to his back the buildings on several avenues deThat Otlice,
Mr. Davis is a modest young man.
have been a great deal of trouble to
- The will Is dated August 12,1906, this forenoon at 11:34 o'clock. The stroyed.
checks
hundred
He started in the_ mills at an early
several
through
run
and witnessed by Maurice Marks and engine was No. 6s1, Foreman Will
age and naturally turned toicarcla
and this Is why Averitt was told to
Dambach.
Straub, Engiseer Paul Jones, and
The outing for the poor children W.
Half Town Destroyed.
mechanics. He worked his way from
return to his place and that he Carprovisions
Tilf
of
will
the
briefly
Fireman
Brakes.
September
The
set
5
by
date
was thiengine
was
of the city to be given by the -Celan
Berlin, Aug 18 --Arcordtng to a
apprentice to chief machinist and Ts
roll would reach him later. I am infollows:
Hermann,
her
To
non
evedelting end-the tender left the aid-' telegram received
Rescue Mission August 23 will leave are as
bs a banker from the Democratic sub-committee at its now 'recharge of all machines In the
formed that Averitt t.:&_him that beat 6 o'clock in the morntng. Thayer-- T. Hesefg she leaves two houses ani lug and took to the main rails. From Valparaiso half the city from Almend meeting last night in City Attorney
Dixie mills. He also has •anotdier patcause he wore a stiff collar and shirt.
plc will be spread
Reilavisk, containing T. B. Harrison's office in the Colum- ent on anotfier
at Thompson's lots at Eighth and Jsckson streets. all appearances it was going to throw ral to Calle
or something to that effect, he need
class of machine,
saw-mill on the Cairo road three One is occupied by hint and the oth- the big engine into the yard office and private, business and warehouses, wee bia building, as the limit cif time to
which means a great deal in econonot think he was better than the
residence.
Brakes
was
alighted
her
heap
let
and
in
er
go
a
which
candidates
for the various ofmiles from the city. All who will
destroyed.
my. In factories doing such an enorWorkman, and when warned that it
To her grandchildren, Carl and His back was badly sprained and he
fices may announce. Each candidate
contribute to the outing with basmous business the saieng of a penny
might cost him his lob to talk so inFreddie
was
Illinois
Hessig,.dions
the
hostaken
to
H.
Central
Hesof
T.
must
pronary
pay
part
the
exhis
of
kets are requested to have them at
Law of 1.1fe and Damage.
sultingly, he is said to have replied to
on a dozen pairs of stockings will
pital
treatment.
for
mother,
theft
the
sig,
of
in
care
now
the Mission by 5 o'llock, August 22,
London, Aug. 18.-The Pacific pense before that date. The man who mean hundreds of dollars sived'In
the' paymaster that he 'would Tret lose
a
Dr. Hesidee first wife, abs leaves all
or notify the mission.
Steamship company received a dis- first pays his entrance fee will have shot
;
much.'
. time.
the houses beginning at Eighth and
OAK.
TO IONIC1_
patch from Valparaiso saving heavy his name at the head or the Ilst of
Mr. Davis and .hts associate turn"A man who talks like that can
Jones streets, extending fere houses.
loss 'of life and immense damage to candidates for the particular office ed down an excellent
YOUTHFUL HIGHWAYMEN.
over for the
not remain in the employ of the road.
SheINIthired these in a sale In the Prof. Ragedaie Will 00 As Dean of property resulted
he
is
running.
from
the earthexclusive rights. the sale outright, of
and that is why I refeed to reinstat.
bankruptcy
court as she did the
.College.
Chairman W. A. Berry was ap- the patent ,but refused. They
quake. bower Lattas, a business firm
Confetti to Murder in Park at San
woute
him. The helpers and blackamitha
Eighth and Jackson streets property.
of Valparatso, wires associate* here pointed to get bids for printing the rather manufacture
Frallek(4),
-the article. sell
had the power to appea!, and should
She provides that in event of the
Prof. 1. S Ragsdale, principal of that business has been resumed, "
ballots, for use in the primary. No it to the consumer directly and make
have done AO, then a complete investiSan Francisco, August 18.- With death of either grandchildren, with- the Leo school at Ohio and Fourth
other business came before the com- their protlt In this ways They nee
gation could have been had In higher
a coolness and
Iquique Unharmed.
mittee.
nonehalanre that out Issue, his share of the property streets, will shortly tender his resigcontemplating putting up a factory
circles.
Berlin, Aug. 18.-First news from
amazed the tiolIce, Fred Peterson, goes to her son. H. T. Hessig. Un- nation as such to become principal of
The candidates for police Julge at once, and it will doubtless mean
"As to the action of the blackthey
21
til
are
old
years
property
college
the
the
Western
at
bone
Kentucky
Iquique, Chili, since the earthquake will he assessed $10 each and the another important
Wm. Meares, Walter Westwood and
Industry to the
"-esmiths, I am surprised. 1 considered
Frank McAuliffe. four youths still in Is to be held In trust by the execu- Oak, eight intim; moth of Paducah to was contained in • private telegram& candidates for councilmen, aldermen city.
that they went out at noon yesterday
their teens, last night confessed that tors. Thirty dollars a month each Is this county. Prof. Ragsdale was for- received in Bremen, stating that the and school trustees $2 each.
to have a meeting, but did not know
they are the quartet that committee bequeathed for tuition and mainte- merly In charge of the I.one Oak col- city was unharmed by shpck which
OVERCOME BY HEAT.
they' intended to strike. This morna series of holdups, which culminat- nance, the remainder of She Income lege. Prof. Ragsdale is a good tutor ruined Valparaiso
ing the matter is looked upon as a
s'ARALYSIS
maktrainable,
from
were
services
shall
rent
be
his
spent
buytng
and
otht , the killing of Fred Mullineaux
ed ,
Al Foreman Pails Fres: Bicycle on
strike, and it is unfortunately the
Little Insurance Here.
on ?We ocean boulevard last Sunday er property, or held until Eh heirs ing hie place one hard to fill. At Lone
Ntear,.
Broadway.
Itelle
Seises
Mrs.
wrong move for the men to make."
Sesame
of
become of age.
Oak he succeeds Prof. H .N. Hues,
New York, Aug. lit- Little insurnight.
Overcome by today's oppressive
Portenutn Jerome Smith'. Statement
Fireman.
_
A gold watch and chain Is let to resigned
ance is carried by American companheat, Mr. Al Foreman fell off his
Foreman -Jerome Smith, of the
Sentenced to Death.
the grandson, Peddle Bessie, and all
ies in Chili, wording to the publishMrs Belle Moore. of 206 Clark wheel on Broadway
teacksmith shops, explained that the
tween Fifth
Barbourville, Ky., August 18. - other property, household effects,
ers of Best's insurance report.
Deeds Filed.
street, mother of Thomas P Moore, and Sixth streets shoilly after
blacksmiths and helpers were organ- Jesse Fitzgerald,
t
the negro murder- personal. Ste., is to go to H. T. fleaJohn E. Rollins to Wallace Welt,
driver of the those reel of fire station o'clock. He was carried into Dr. G.
ised nationally in one order known as er of Mrs. Robert
Brouritop, re- sly and the grand chtleren ecivally power of attorney.
There are two things for a hesila In a serious condition as B. Froage's office where be was rethe International Brotherhood
ot calved a verdict of death today from. divided.
Mary: Hoffman and.others to M taters woman to bear In during builthe result of a stroke of paralysis sus- lieved. It was only a slight attack
the Whitley county -SOTO after an
II. .1'. Hesaig and Fred Kartiletter M English proper' in the 'Woolfolli nese hour. her duty Inward her
tal•oest last night. It Is believed she but was sufficient to cause blat to
hones session.
,
are appointed asecii.
i addition, 8850.
Will reenter. ,
-fell.

PRIVATE PROPERTY
CROSSED BY SEWER

PROF. WINFREY

•
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4
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OUTING FOR POOR

•
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The Kentuck'y °RAND -OPENING
ONE NIGHT ONLY
THURSDAY AUGUST 23 SEASON 1906=07

i
as presented for five months in C-ictigo
Magnificent Scenic and Electrical Production. 'Just
Last Year's Great and Brilliant Musical Success

THE SHOW WITH MUSIC.:.
THE SONG HITS: "Stories of a SumMer Night," "Waltz Me Around Again Willie," "Dowivi
• the Everglade," "On a Crocodile," "Drink to the Glorious Night."

e79

EVERYBODY WHISTLES THESE: "Car, You Keep a- Secret?"
"Ilonolulu," "Sweethearts of Boyhood Days," "1 Was Born on
Fr iday," "Not Because Your Hair is Curly."

A Glittering Array of Show
Girls Gorgeously
Gowned....

A Music Play in Three
Acts by Howard, Hough and Adams.
THE BEST SINGING ORGANIZATION

with Johnny Fogarty, Mabel McCane, Geo. L. Cox, Ethel
Dovey, Clarence Kent, Justin Cooper, Mabel Addington, Leo Kendall.
•

Company of 50People,Inclua
ing the Best Chorus in America
A CAR LOAD OF SPECIAL SCENERY

Kentu
cky
The Telephone
548
A Featureful
Fountain of Fun

Prices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Seats on Sale Wednesday 9 a. m.

FRIDAY NIGHT.AUG.241

A SOAP BUBBLE

Three Large
Laughing Acts

I

A real two mile comedy with catchy music, great comedians and handsome young girls. Hear the famous Soap Bubble Quartet. Catchy •
music, elaborate costumes, special scenery. You are actually delighted and surprised at the rise of the curtain of each act.

Seats on sale Thursday 9 a. m.

Prices 25c, 35c, 50c and 73c.

To Amuse The Paducah Public During: The Wintele
The Kentucky opens,with•
big attractions, carrying forty people and
special scenery --- His
Highness, the Bey, next
Thursday night,,ot A A
The most successful, gorgeous and
glittering musical play' {MTV*. or !
the decade Is "His Highness the t
Bey," which has just ,consiiieted a
five months' run In Chicago,. where
It returns after a short road tour tor
an added run. The book is by Hough
and Adams and the mingle is from
the most prolific MlIgie fountain In
the country. Joseph K. Howard. Ito
success wax instantaneous emphatic
and enduring and during the last
weeks of the play drew more persons to the theatre than the opening
nights. Had not arrangements already been made for other presentations, the comedy apparently could
have remained indefinitely at the
Ethel Dotey. in "Him HIghsterle, The Bey."
house. There is an abundance
of
that is catchy; comedy that dazzle in "His Highness the Bey," as Johnny Fogarty, Mabel McCane,
/Drees one to hearty laughter; cho- the seamen triumphal musical sbow.4 George b. Con, Ethel Dovey, t.00
rus fitures and ensembles that are ii direct front a five months'run In CM- 1 Kendall and 25 of the 'handsomest
delight to the eye; stage settings, cago to be seen at The Kentucky gp,i show girls in the country.
fresh, gorgeous and
bewildering next Thursday sight. The toteellektl,
--"Iddetrleal effects And novelties that cast inctudes sorb well-known name,
"d Sol* Bubble" IS a comedy with

music which has-enjoyed a populari- down in another chair. The barber
ty in this country and abroad fOr who shaved the first one gasped
over fifteen years 'without-reticle,. then he put up his razor and wen
It returns to this country eatirely to the boss, saying: "I guess I'd be not feeling!
re-written and brought up to the ter take a rest. "I'm
minute , with speelal music written well." "What's the matter?" asked,
for II, and a company carefully se- the boas. "See that fellow there'
:ected for the portrayal of Its farci- Well. I shaved him close an hour
(al -characters. Mr. Albert Denier, ago, and here he is with a two day:.
te
I he principal comedian of the coin- beard on his face! I'm going
.i.an. is frequently
to quit."
compared
Haywood Hichcoek of "King Dodo,"
The Yankee Conant" and "gas)"A Wifson Resvet."
, Dawson" fame; and, glIdIng in anti
The latest recruit to emotionst
out of his numerona comedy scenes 'melodrenfa from the ranks of Vance
with an ease which
bespeaks the vine favorites Ls Winona Bridges
master of stagecraft, he weeps his the famous character actress, who ;audience In roars of .laughter con- this season playing file unique mil.
tinuously. Mr. Denier was last seen of Annt flhis.y, the old Negro mam
In the musical comedy "His High- my in "A Wife'n Secret," which
ness the Bey,'.' In which be played comes to The Kentucky soon. Miss
the title role. ,"A Soap Bubble" Bridges is acknowledges an actress
plays hot one performance at The of the foreMost rank in black-face
Kentucky Friday night.
characters in this country. Being
Couldn't
Here Is a good 'story as told by
that clever German dialect comedian
and singer, Al H. Wilson, who is
appearlog this season In nis new Alpine play "Mott In the Alps," about
a pair of twins living on Long island. Some time ago one of the twins
Pent into a barber shop and a new
barber shaved biro. Art hour !Hier
his brother iiiiieriwilthe shop and sat

born and bred in the sou4,11, she has
had every opportunity to become fasouthern
tallier with the real old
darkey, and the part she plays in."A
Leo lien( I as bottle Koeln
Wife's Secret" has many prototypes.
Another member of the east of "A hs "His Highnette, The Bey,"
Wife's Secret" who is most happili
suited In her part, is Miss Grace high-cla-A attractions.
Hopkins, who has risen to the -top"On the ilcidge at Nlidnighl."
niriRt rank during the
past few
Though famous for its Scenery t
lean; In such rotes as the iesiiing
part in "Way DoWa East" and other "Cha the Erldsit at Skitialght,v, which

Manager Roberts has everything in readiness
at the Kentucky and
looks forward to most
successful season for
house. Good shows.
_
ia due here soon, is not s sensational play. its merit Is thoroughly substantial and genuine, being a combination of absorbing story and ow.
of the Most notable seance achievements of the modern. stage. The celebrated mechanical triumph, which
gives the play its name, the bridge
Scene, is after all, only an incident
In the story of a blind mother's devotion and a long search for her
lost child. Her pathetic quest led
her, in the city of Chicago, to the
river at the point *where Chicago's
engineering triumpie-40'huge jackknife bridge, lifts and
clones its
huge valves every day to let steamers pass. This operhtion has been
most faithfully imitated as well as
the structure Itself.
intern at the Park.
A f.111 house witnessed "The Beg(Cantinas(' on Page Flee i
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The Week In Society.
NOT BLIND.

ney Butler and his bride, formerly Louis. aud all. Jamea It. L Mersin/in.
Was Williams of Nashville. Tenn., of Texas, were received by friends
was a charming affair at the hand- Of the bride In the city Otis week.
some home of Mrs. J. R. Saunders, Miss Mulholland has visited Mrs. W.
.which
stately'
and -colonial- P. PaltaLl of this city, -throughout with beautiful frescoed
Mr. And Mrs. Lonnie taiiicksele enwalls.
tertained a party of their young
"The bride's .charming manner friends with a boating party in theft
and gracious cordiality
received launch up the Tennessee river. Sunmuch
complimentary
comment, day afternoon.
showing that the 'new minister's
Tuesday evening Miss Mabel Berwife! has won her husband's flock." ry, of 1134 South Fourth
strect, enMrs. Butler is a niece of Mrs. T. tertained informally a number
of
Puryear
H.
of this city, and ait Miss friends at her home. Denting and
May Williams has often visited her other diversions made it a
pleasant
cousin-Mrs. Samuel T. Hubbard, and evening.
made many- friends here. She was , Thursday evening
Mr. 0. B.
recently married to the Rev. J. B. Wheeler was given a
surprise party
Butler, a Methodist minister station- at his home, 1119 North
Thirteenth
ed at Pensacola, Fla.
street, by a few friends. It was a de-

AATUR• DAY, AUGUST IL

parsonage of the Evangeireal church
on South Fifth street, to the Rev.
and Mrs. B. Wellman, weo are visiting in the eity.
For- the pleasure of the Miss.,
Donghit, of Mayfield, their guests.
the Misses Beyer entertained Wednesday eveutug with a boating party.

among the trees and the flowers by to get back to the land and to the food
the men in uniform.- -San Frani:Mee of our ancestors.
Call.
.
First. 1.1111,0110e-Wiiat food does he
mean, Bill! Nuts?
11441.0sed en Poll.
Second Listener-NeW! TeiritIor7
(From the Boston Herald.)
Ally SloPet•
An AriAhman la Boston, who had i
made money in the contracting busiHe--1 love you,. darliug. I swear
ness, sent over to Ireland for a younger It by the lofty elms laJorider park.
brother, who landed at Charleston and
She-Don't swear by them.
was taken around to bee the sights.
He--And why not?
Passing through a park the greenhorn - She- Because those trees are slip
saw a parrot that had eataped from its pery elms
Chicago Nettie
cage and was perohed on the limb Of
a tree.
The Horrid Thing- -The bathing
"What a puny bird; 1 wouid like to
here is the best I've ever seen
catch that." he saki.
Edict-- Do you sairn?
The brother tried to stop him, but
The Horrid Thing-No; l only
he climbed the tree and started to
look.-Puck.
crawl out on the limb when the parrot
said, "Well, what is it?"
"How did you get into this counuse me, *or," the greenhorn
try?" asked a reporter of a C.bisaitian.
hastened to say. "1 thought ye veer a
"Was it through the ven door!"
bird."
"No; through a chink," replied tip.
Mongolian tersely. Judge
"Charley, dear," said young Mrs.
Torkine, "you were
playing cards
Rhymer -la it netaraseary for
a
last night?"
poet to adopt a nom de plume?
"What makes you think SO!"
Spacer -No, but It's safer.
"Because I heard some friends of
- -.September Smart Set.
yours talking this morning. They

the audience of the other.
•
An organized
effort, then, to
The ''Vinegar Bible."
If love is blind, how can it be
study the work of the great makers
Old
St.
John's Church, PortsThat these blind eyes of mime can of music and the environment ;u
mouth, N. H., which is to celebrate
which they produced
see,
their wont,
Its one hundredth anniversary nest
As I was walking down the WAY. must certainly result in a strong upyear, stands on the site of a lees prelift to the club members, and their
The flutter of a garment gray
tentious building named Queen CaroImprovement, when manifested
Beneath the windy willow tree!
in
line's Chapel in honor of a Queen of
their lives and characters, will conRingland. In recognition of the 'tenor
tribute much to the common stock
And as I walked more rapidly,
the queen sent to the church a comHow could I know she did not flee, of culture maintained by all
the
munion set which is still in use and
clubs.
But made an innocent delay.
lightful party and in the evening a
two
chairs one of which is serviceIf love is blind?
The Crescendo club was the first
Well known Here.
luncheon in several courses was servable yet, the other having been declub organized to that purpose. Last
The Nashville Christian Advocate
stroyed bk fire. Perhaps the most inwinter saw the organization of an- of a recent date gives the following
1 saw her soft hair blowing free,
Mary Boyle was the hostess teresting of all of the queen's gifts
other and more ambitious club, the account of the golden wedding of a
1 saw her flushing tenderly,
Of a pretty leen. party given Monday was the "vinegar Bible'
still to be
In Paducah. evening at her home on
And Ir her eyes there shone a ray Matinee Musical club. Definite re- eouple well-known
Clark Street seen in the church. This was a Bible
Caught from the east at dawn of sults from their organization imme- where the Rev. Dr. Mooney was at In compliment to
her guest Miss Lil- Published in the year 1717 in Oxdiately were manifested when two one time the pastar of the Third
of day;
lian Hodgkins of Evansville. Japa- ford by John Barikett. the King's
'feel attractions of the first water Street Methodist church. Mrs. MooHow could I tell it was for rue,
nese lanterns Illuminated the lawn, printer. The printer made a blunder
were brought to the city. Seed for ney is a gifted writer and co-worker
If love is Wind?
and refreshments were served.
In setting up the "Parable of the
musical
appreciation was then sown, of ,her husband. She is a sister of
-From Cap and Gown.
Mrs. C. H. Chat:Orlin entertained Vineyard" so that it read the "Par•
wjaich, if carefully nourished, will Will Alien faromgoole,e,,tbe writer:
didn't mention . any names, but
I
a few intimate friends tuesday with able of the Vinegar." Forty copies of
result in lifting tile city distinctly In
Mr. Mooney has been a minister
Crescendo and Matinee Muriicaill Clubs
the
Bible with this mistake in them heard them say, "Yes, he is the
luncheon for the 'pleasure of Mrs.
a
52 years, and retired only last year."
this scale of culture.
worst poker player I ever knew."
The musical genius may be said
Warn, of Indianapolis, who is visit- were printed before the *lair'5 was
To Drive Oat MAMA*
-4Los Angeles News.
to be the highest order of mental endiscovered
ing is the city.
and reetilled. It Is said
mid Bald Up the System
Boating Party.
For Her Sister.
dowment. Probably more than any
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o'clock, that but four copies. are now la exfaka the Old Standard GROVill
For the pleasure of her visiting
Mrs. M. E. Ilaiu chaperoned
a
istence
tine
other gift, it is native to the possesone
English
of
artillery
these
is the copy
volsiateere are TASTELESS
Miss Flora Beide' was married to
CHILI. TONIC. Yoe
sor. Intellectuality.Anay be aSsumen sister, Mrs. Mark Anthony, of Lex- party of young people on a boating
Frank Dugan at the residence thuien Caroline sew to the church armed with obsolete Mild pieces, but know what you are taking.
The fcrr
ington,
part)
Ky.,
Mrs. W. B. Mills enteron the river Wednesday evennamed
Rave
done
in
her
to a certain extenr But looking back
honor
their
best
toward
of the Rev. Father Jansen, South
making mule Is pluiely printed on every
be .
tained
ing.
The
Tuesday
party
morning
went
In
cards.
a
at
launch
far
theni
fordinutble by painting theni
over the list of great tone-poets, It
Sixth street. Miss Realel is from Goltie, showing it Is simply gululne and
Refreshments were
the new gre.r•tirrih-gray color.
is evident that their genius wag Pre- Four tables were arrenged for the up the Ohio.
•
conda and Mr. Dugan lives In the
Vaccinating Primo Folk.
lion to a tasteless form. The vitalise
sent with their birth and developed players. The first prize was received served. The party included: Misses
city.
Those who live in tenis must be
*Ives out the malaria and the iron
by
Carolipe
Miss
Lille
Ilion
Mae
Winstead,
Eloise
King,
a
Claire
cut
as naturally as physically they grew.
Hide Pails Orator -I usli you we'ni builds up
Information was received Thurs- vaccinated, anti those who will no'
the system. Sold by all
It has not always been that they glass filagree cologne bottle. Misr St. Jan and Messrs. Charles Kopf, day that Mira Cora Lorch, or Louis- be
deseserauert, and the emis sswilledit ii *Wen for 37
vaccinated
years. Pries 60 amts.
shall
not
live in tents
Margaret
Thomas
Park
Settle,
received
the
Felix
consoSt.
John
and
were the culmination of a line of
villa. was married by Rabbi Mueller That Is the rule in the camps
of
lation
prize,
a
Pierce.
Will
copy
of the Garden of
musically gifted
ancestors.
Bach
to Mr. N. B. Goldsmith, of this city. which the army is in control, and out
was, but Handel was not. The mum- Allah, which she presented to Mrs.
They were married August 9.
at Golden Gate park the campers are
Anthony.
The
decorations
were
sunLasso Party.
cal temperameet. In a creative sense,
Misses Ola Dossett. Hattie Thomas showing a disposition to lite Ifilrue
Compl,mentar)
is rare. In literature there is 'no flowers and the color seneme was
to
Miss Ulnae and Bertha Thompson, of Broadway, with'
the authorities.
lack of jingle writers, and corres- carried out in the ices. The invita- Hodkins. of Evansville, Miss-Inez entertained thuredity evening
with a
Of the 1.600 campers in the park
tion
list
included:
Mesdames Victor Bell and Miss Mary
pondingly In music, the inferior and
Ripley enter- luncheon at Wallace park. The party there
are 400 who have not presentVoris, F. J. Md.:lea-v. Hubbard tained with a lawn party at their
PVPI1 the 'bete find the most volumaUended the opera afterward.
ed their arms to the surgeon. Thdt
Wells.
George
R.
Hare.
C.
-- U -Van
-oir South Third street Therainous expression. Yet or the two, it
Tuesday evening Miss 1.urs Rase- was the count yesterday morning
could be said that the composer of Meer, John Richardson, 1:awrence day eveieng. The evening was quick- man entertained with •
party in hon- the order hart- gone out that the.,.
Weaves
and
J.
E.
Baker,
-Atand
'Misses
ly
spent in a round of games suitpoor music is more highly endowea
or of her thirteenth birthday at her who were not varetnated at 9 o'clock
Newton,
Hattie
of
Circleville, 0.; gested by the hostesses with
than the writer of poor verse. The
borne on Yelser'avenue.
last night must-leave ttr.:. park. ,
trets• .reat In both music and Mara- billie Mae Winstead, Margaret Park, lightful refreshments afterward.
In compliment to her visitors Miss
Rack day a sentry goes to each
Clara
Park,
Mary
K.
Sowell,
Hamel
tar inust be prod need by great soots
Anna Pullen, of Anna, Ill., and Miss Lent and reads the order, with Its
McCandless.
add we would
•
say that the soul
Notes.
ilable 'Hardin, of flogdin, Ill., Mrs. penalty of expulsion from the garden
which could produce the "Polonalae'
An unqsually pleasant dance was! Henry Counts. of South Sixth street, for thaw who will not obey the law.
Bride Known Here.
was greater than the soul which progiven
Wednesday
evening
by enterteined a few friends Wednesday It is anti( ipated that there will he a
duced "Crossing the Bar." But the
A Pensacola, Fla.. pirao.r of a re- Messrs. Cent Patton and Clarence evenint.
reproduction of a scene in the earl
infamies of literature vastly is lar- cent date ilvea the following
Krug at the Wallace park pavilion.
A delightful reception was given
' history of the human family out al
irsir than music because DM audiedee
"The reception by the ladies af
Cards announcing the marriage o' Friday. evening by Mrs. H. Meyers the park this morning, when lee or
- 'snsi
\r1rt, rlw I.
'• !
••
I N.4 • V: 1 it
dr.vr,t, 1-,011 .b„ r „amp, arillallill1.1.111.11111.r
• .1'. I,
' Mort. WO'

mias

sidomen PI* Two ag.

School Books and
School Supplies

Harbour's Book Department

I

•.

We have what you need and we know
what you want.

COME TO US, WE CAN SUPPLY YOU.

Money Saving Opportunities--List of Bargains

If any of the item's appeal to you, if any of them fit your present needs, the wise thing to do is to make the earliest possible
investigation.
BIG REDUCTION AND l'ILEAN UP
PRICES,
101' Lawns, clean up price
yard.

1c

a

12c Lawns, clean tip price Sc a yard.
1.5e Lawns, clean up. price 7 1r4c a
yard.
11Ic Soutborn
Dress
clean up price Sc.

G!tighams,

25c Dress Ginghams, clean up price
7a4c.
15c yard, yard Madras. clean IIP
price 6 2)4 e.
fit Brown Domestic, clean up price
5c.
Soft finished Heached Domestic, 6c,
7r, 7%c and 8 1-3c a yare.
Oaltrees. itlie to 6c a yard.
Comfort Calicoes Sc a yard.
Strew White Cotton Battiuga 9e a
roll. Tip Top Cotton 13attlag 11 1,ec •
roll.
10e Outing, clean up price Te yard
18c Mercerized Satins, clean
up
prtro cle yard.

Cleaning up all Waist Dress Goods
Remnants at half pri, t. and :"S.
WOOL ARMS GOoDS.
Cleaning up heaps and piles of Wool
Dress Goods Remnants, ball price
and less. The lengths range from 1
yard to about i yirds.
NEWS .4.19017 01"R DRESS I it)(MS
DEPARTMENT.
Each day finds new wonders, new
opportunities for ass-lag money in our
Wool Dress floods Department.
Prices range 16e, 17%c, 18%e,
2.5e, 21%e, 28c, 35e, Sec. 49c, and
50e, 59c, 65c, 75c, 79c, $1. and up.
WOMEN'S SH1RTW A 1ST DRESSES
AND FASHIONABLE ETON
Daloty, pretty. exquisite. It is the
opportunity
greatest money saving
ever placed before the women of Paducah. Some made of pure Linen,
some made of Union Linen and some
made of White Lawns. Elaboratel)

embroidered, trimmed or preiti ) tailored.
At $1.50 now instead of $5.00•
At 92.50 new instead of $6.50.
At $4.75 now instead of $12.50.
WASH SKIRTS LON'It'll
TH.%,' EVER.
At 85c now. Itsterd of 91.6 1. made
of Bine Covert Cloth.
At 95r now Instead of 21.25 an I
$1.60, made of White Union Linen.
At •1.50 now instead et $2 25,
Made of Brown Linen and covered
with plaits,
0
At $1.60 now instead of $2.25,
eleven gores, made of German Linen,
Blue, Green and Linen color.
CLRAN UT PRICER
ON IVOM1117411 WAISTS.
Some $1.00 Waists at 26c.
Some $1.00 Waists at 60e.
Some $1.00 Waists at '75e.
Some $1.35 Waista for only 119e.
Some $1.25 Weista for oaly- $1.00.
" Some $1.541 Waists for only $1.00.
Some $1.75 Waists for only $1.00.

11.1.

1116HS:It PRICED W %MTH
NOW C.%R141' C1,11.%N Cl'
P1114'EX.

CLEAN l'1' PRICES ON TWO HUNDRED WOOL !MIRTH.
Not a skirt but what has been reduced as much as a dollar. Some
have two dollars and others three dollars taken off of the price
Can lit
most all NIZPS
NEW AUTUMN SKIRTS.
At $3.75 each. Plaids, Novelties
sand plain
:ors
At $4.041 each, blue, brown an
black Mohaire
At $4.75 each. Stylish Grays
At $5.00 each. bitten, grays and
blacks, made of light weight and
heavy weight Paaamas.
At 85.50 each, a great range of
Panaroas. beautiful Plaids and Broadcloth effects.
At---66•50 each, swell Gray. Novelties.
Black Panama' and &Mos. '•
At $7.5n each, swell Shadow Checks.

Shadow Plaids and Bieck ("Won Panamiss
to liii each, very
At $11.3.0 and
swell Window Checks, Shadow Plaids,
Black Tones and Illaek Panama'
RIK/ REDUCTION .%ND CLEAN IT
PRIcKft ON MEN'S, WOMEN'S
A ND CHILDREN'S: mtarrnis.
OXFORD TIM, ETC.
Slipper buying made easy. Call for
our printed cut price list. Look It
over carefully, cheek the prices you
want to pay. Save money.
CLIPIAN UP mm1.14 ON MEN'S
FRITS, Fl N IRH I NOSI,
Men's 3-pleas Suite $4.40
Were
010.110 and $12.a0
Children's Wart Suits Sec. Were
$1.00.
Children's Wash Pants tic
Were
25e.
Were 112.00
Men's Pants $1 59.
and $2.50
Men's Pants $1.00. Were 91 -'5°
‘Cordaroy Knee Pants 25c. Were
Site,

Harbour's Department Store it

I

aliala Sample Hats ji 540
Were
$3041.
• "
Men's Sample Hats $1.61. Were
$2 OA.
Men's
$1.50,

Sample

Hats

75c.

Were

Men's
$1.0S.

Sample

Hats

AC.

Were

•
Leather Salt Cases 12.98.
$4.4101

Were

Leather Suit Come $4.9$.
$6.50.

\V

Stilt

Cass'$I1I0.

Were $1 '•

Men's Shirts 75c.

Were 111
Men's Shirts 65e. Were 11•I”
Men's Shirts 19c. siirre 49e.

Men's
92.00
'lien's
$ 1 .50.
Men's
$ I . no.
Meu's
75e

Sample Gloves 11.60.

Were

Oomph, Gloves $104.

Were

Sampie Gloves

7Irel

Wrne

Simple Oloree

frne.

Wer-

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

..•

PADUCAH'S NEW JEWELRY STORE
New Stock,New Fixtures,New Front--Everything New
A cordial invitation is extended to the residents of Paducah and vicinity to call and inspect my handsome new store.
A new and complete line of Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silverware, Cut Glass, Hand Painted China, Umbrellas in
fact everything which one wOuld ez(pect to find in the store of a first class jeweler. All the goods are fresh from the
manufacturers and no better time could be found for Making your selections. When you have a difficult piece of
watch or clock work call and see us. Years of study and experience make me cempetent to take care of that class of
.• •
business. Clocks for repairs will he called for and delivered without extra charr• . •
it

Telephone 2088

J. D. sowqRs

224 Broadway

•

•

PACIII POOL

IBM FAIDUCANII EVENINCI 151511

Cy Pam!)sun. BLACKSMITHS GO •
BY TOE SUN PUBLISBINOCO.
OUT FOR HELPERS

ELITURDAT, AUGUST IL

ALL THE DIFFERENCE.

AFTERNOON AND WEERLY_

_

Rudy, Phillips* Co.
1118-223 IBROADWAY

tiadOneOlIATlitt
F
Futuna FreakMRS
sus J.Paxson. Usaisrad blesager.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
Maimed eff tits pancake si Paeuesit ly., m
aseaad class meteor.)
THE DAILY SUN
Sy swim, per week
..._....3.10
layman. per monut, Is advaaem....._._ .40
mall,
Dy
per year. in
MIL WEEKLY SUN
Perrier,* malt postage paid,...
Marra. TEM SUN, PUhilleal. Ky.

(('outinued From Page One.)

To Close Out at Cost
and Less.

Blacksmiths and Helpers, but is Pa
ducah the lodges are separate. This
is why a committee from both trades
was selected.
"I think the men acted hastily and
do not think that President Cline, of
the national body at Chicago, will
°mem iii Seem MUM.
'Murmurs,114 stand by them when the matter comes
Pays.I Young Chicago sod New York rep- to a show down," he stated. "The
,Itiesstesivee.
matter was caused by a few hot heads.
MI SUN sea be footle se me following and I think when cooled down the men
plasm
will see their mistake and return fti
IL D Clesswele
work. The road has an agreement for
Demeans Ikea
arbitration of grievances and notice
Palmer Howse.
in advance of a strike. This matter
Jobs Wilkens*
was not conducted along the lines of
the agreement made with the comHandsomely covered
with
Japanese
pany this year."
Matting cloth, ornamented with split
Pay Car Dissatisfactory.
bamboo; some covered in green burlap, beautifully lined, $4 size at
$500
Railroad men in Paducah state
size at
SATURDAY, AUGUST IS.
$3.75
that the fly car Is not satisfactory
and that efforts have been made from
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
time to time to have the checi.a sent
One lot of heavy Damask Matting in red
Juke' 2....3957
July 17.-3965 by mall. It works a hardship on emand green, one of cur best values at 25c, to
July 3....3951
July 18....3954 ployes at times. If an emplove Is
close out at
July 4-.3952
July 19.-3955 ill or unable to go to the pay car or is
_15C
master
Hebert, I am In favor if the English rather than the Arneeleaa
July 20.-3958 on duty at the time the pay
mode ell
'July 6....4019
July 21....3961 makes his rounds, he has to wait un- *polling."
lot Lace Curtains, regular ooc values, to close at :17:000C
Hideo: "Yes?"
July 7....3935
July 23....3944 til the next month for his pay.
10
5
The Meeting This Morning.
Hobart, 'Yes, indeed! Take 'parlor,' for eateries. Having es' le it makes
lot regular price Si 5o, to close at
July 9....3936
July 24....3940
The blacksmiths and helpers met all the diffeeemett In tlse world?
One lot Swiss Curtains, regular price $z.50, at
J uly 10-.3921
July 25....3987
this morning and decided to appeal
July 11....3969
July 26-.4017
district council at Chicago
July 12....3999
July 27....8385 to their
over which the national president
July 13... 3964
July 28....3961
One lot 3xn feet fancy patterns, regular prit e
presides. They want the union to
July 14....3968
July 30....3987
$1
25, to close out
......
act in instructing them before any
...... ........... 50c
July 16....3957
July 31....3942
answer Is siren the railroad, ann
OWNERSHIP tri TH.% NI WATS NOT l'RACTICE
THAT
MUST
BE
because of this no result was ban
Total
107,437
SECX'ESSEI L.
8110KEN It'.
conference
the
with
Master
at
MeAvenue July, 1906
4132
chanic R. J. Turnbull.
ilbrerage July, 1905
3710
Master Mechanic Turnbull Is a
friend of the employes and pleaded Find
, Iw'ti Bflaated orrmen Timm*" Assesees Pine of
Increise
422
Fitly Dollars Against
portatkos Linea Behind Them of
with the strikers to appeal directly
Cruel Driver east Warne
.tmenea.
Personally appeared ,. before rnt( to the higher Illinois Central officials.
Others.
this August I. 1906, E. J. Paxton, a course they naturally should purgeneral manager of The Sun, who af- sue. They refused to tale any mice
Mena that the above statement of the action Until they heard from Ms
New York. August IP.- A cable
Police Judge E. H. Pur,tear this
circulation of The Sun for the month council at Chicago. The meeting was dispatch to the Herald from Berlin
morning assessed a fine of $50 and
of July. 1906, Is true to the best of adjourned pending word from Chi- says Mayor McClellan. of
New York, "trimming
s" against Edgar .leffords
cago.
his knowledge and belief.
accorded a Herald correspondent an
for cruelty to animals,
In justice to
Master Mechanic
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
interview yesterday.
Jeffords several weeks ago hired a
Me commission expires January Turnbull. by 'far one of the most lib"I am sorry," he said, "that I
horse front James Glauber, the livery
eral officials the local shops have
22, 1908.
shall not 'he home to take part in man.
The evidenee showed that he
ever had, a well-known Illinois Cenwhat undoubtedly will be a magnifimade three trips to the country, and
tral employe stated this morning.Daily Thought.
cent reception to Mr. Bryan, hut my
the print of the whip was visible on
"If Assistant Paymaster Carrel
"Do not pine over what you can't
sailing plans will not land me In New
the horse for day• after. Great
was
in
the
wrong,
4t was not the
but get • new grip on yourYork until a full week after the re- ridges
were raised where the whip
place of Mr. Turnbull to refuse to
ttelf, awe go forward "
ception"
was laid against tee poor horse, and
discharge the employe. Mr. TuraWhen asked about New York state
be was thee lewd, It Is said, for assbuire_naltion is one of _much deliWhen. Mayor Ysisec and the genmettles. ease-wbether he wattled the'era: ?Muercacy.
He
took
the
coarse
that
le
et-at ,•ottnr11 get together on a bustDemocratic nomination for governor.
"I thiak this. uhperdontiee, and in'
was supposed to take, and when be
ness
wherein the public
Mayor MeCleflan said:
tend to fine all Dikmoull
brought .
1) interests are at stake, things move, discharged the helper. was not sup"No. I have got enough troubles fore
me charged with
beating or
and a good example Is the action ta- posed to act as a judge. The htgaer of my own, with three
and a half cruelly driving horees which are lame
ken by the committee of the whole: authorities are supposed to take up years of New York still on my
hands. or suffering in any way.' Judge Pursuch
matters,
and
If
paymaster
the
s
Mayor Yeisior presiding, hut night
"Naturally, I have been looking year remarked.
amistant
was guilty of telling toe
Slider a recent provision of the charInto municipal government In EuFor shooting a flobert rifle within
ter, the city may Issue bonds to build boilermaker helper to "Go to H--." rope I must
say I fail to find the the limits of the till-, Police Judge
as
it
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said
did,
be
then
Illinois
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sewers and do street work and colboasted superiority In Germany: of ▪ H, Puryear fined
Frank Walston
lect the amount assessed against the Central will tolerate him lust about which we are accustome
d to hear se SI and costs. Seth Thomas Wilson.
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It
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tolerate
any
Milproperty holders in ten annual Inmuch in America, partleularly where for being drunk, was fined $I and
stallments, thus reimbursing the er person who would act in any such the virtues on municipal
operation cost s.
city for the expense and relieving the manner"
of street tramways are so regularly
Other cases - C E. Grid:mt, breach
As
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matter
stands
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burden on the taxpayers. This apheld up as a lesson. The few exam- of ordinance, continued: Adolph Well,
at ples I
peais to us as the best method fot still on and until the council
have seen are
wholly bad. breech of ordinance.
continued.
general use. and we trust that step.. Chicago responds with Instructions, Frankfort and
Dresden's municipal- Thomas Norfiett„ obtaining property
the
matter will remain as it is.
will be taken Is Lime to provide fot
ly -owner lines not only handle a by tater* pretenses. continued,
such a bond issue before the next
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inconsiderable by
extension is to be made, 1111 the
American standaeds, but do so incost
of such improvements falls heavily
efficiently and inadequatety.
on Some property owners for a time.
'11 am more than ever convinced
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In the end. of course. they must pay
municipal °permeate is the last desfor the .work but the Installmest
WARD AT ILLINOIS cENTRAL perate resort, to be invoked only
elan makes It easier, while it cotes
when private enterprise has been
HOSPITAL WILL BE BUILT.
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the city nothing in the long run
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tried and failed."
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the Tennessee river after ties and vii subscribers or live times as many as
Notice.
Waists
White
that
were
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now .........4_50c
the Independent company; outside
return Monday.
• 'Why dote not the board of health
Notice is hereby given that 1, G Ruined fly
White Wal•ti that were $1.5o, now
Heavy Fined Watery.
The Savannah arrived 'out of the the city and within the county we
Sideneate the purchase o' refuse boxes W. 10dwards, have this day sold
.____.......75c
my
Brenchee.
Tennessee river today and left soon have 62 times as many subserlbere as
White Waists that were *2 oo, now
for the renset corners' Even Cairo, interest in the grocery and 'Conn
$1.00
From Graves rettuty cornea reports after arriving for St. Louis.
the independent company. Yet we
III., has them.
business at 826 South Third. known that In
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the "bra
'bottom" lands
The Kentucky will leave this even- will place a telephone in your resias Edwards & Adkins, to A. A. Ad- twenty-live
per
of the tobacco ing at 6 o'clock for the Tennessee dence at the same rate the Independo
The luscious watermelon and the king.
crop will be a totarliera as the result river as far as Waterloo, Ala.
ent company, is supposed to charge,
sparkling cider proved a 4eaully comOf heavy rain and haf. yesterday.
The City of Saltlike will arrive from and provide in addition, long disthinating for one McCracken (-minty
Dr. Melton; of Louisville. was In
The tobacco was n 'ft; looking bet- St. Louts early Sunday morning on ance faeiRties which will enable
you
lad
the city last night the guest Of Mends. ter until the flood. 1 4e hall did
not the up trip to the Tennessee river.
to reach lefty million people from
damage the crop /to nl,g4 as the back
The Buttorff will arrive Sunday your home .
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due to the night from Nashville and wait over
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Call 300 for further !affirmation.
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barfly shaken " Perhaps, Valparaiso
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Various items in our Carpet and Upholstery
• Department.

Shirt Wait Boxes

$3.00.

Straw Matting-3
•n oopoe,
Cul tals

MUNICIPAL 'BEATING HORSES

Matting Rugs

Stone White and Wisconsin
Peerless Refrigerators

IN order to clean up the few Ice Boxes and Refrigerators which remain on hand, after a successful season's business, we are going to
offer you our entire stock of the celebrated Stone White-"the chest
with a chill in it"-and Wisconsin Peerless Refrigerators- at

ONE-FOURTH OFF

Than these there are no better refrigerators made. ECONOMICAL,
EASILY CLEANED, HANDSOME AND SUBSTANTIAL. Bear
in mind that this means to you

A SAVING OF FROM $6 TO $15

Over next year's prices, and there are still a couple of months or
more
of hot weather ahead of us. Do not- overlook this big reducti
on.

DETENTION

L W.HENNEBERGER COMPANY

r

Telephones 176

"THE HOUSE OF QUALITY"
Sign of the Big

...

1

L. B. Ogilvie6Co.
---- A Clean-up of Shirt
Walsts

F.,

or

A

A Demonstration of
Omo Dress Shields

I

L. B. Ogilvie 6 Co.
_

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN-TEN CENTS A
WEEK
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SATURDAY. AUGUST 18.

THE PADUCAH EVENINU SUN

FOR TOMORROW

People and
Plsasant Events

At
317
Broadway

317
Broadway

White Linen Suit - - $3.98
White Skirts
1.29
Ladies' Shirt - - - - - 98c I

WORK TO PROCEED
WITHOUT DELAYS

Pertles sending to aerosislis of so
alai entertainments n ill please sign is Decision of Nnyor
and
diem, as The Sun vaW not publish
eral Council.
cosnunanicatheas sent to that ere nol
signed.
For Visitor.
Complimentary to Miss Lillian
Hodgins, of Evansville, Miss Eudora
Farley entertained last evening with
a lawn party. The time was delightfully spent with games and progressive conversation. Cooling refreshments were served to those present,
who were: Ibises Ruby and
Emma
Mayer. Mary Boyle, Gertrude Fsher.
Lillian Hodgins and Messrs. Clyde
Bell, Cecil Patton, Owen Bell. Joe
Fisher and Clarence Krug.

Gen-

Property Owners slum l'ay Cost of
Setier Extension and Estimates Will Be Made.

OlellelT1ONS

AWE

eirt4E1(10U8

PAGE

s. N.

S.

••••%. %.

%N.\

S

TIPS.

WHEN YOU OleT HATES of are
insurance on your properties, you will
find them alike everywhere, as rate
are alike, but agents are not. Writing
fire and Cyclone Insurance exclusively, we are better prepared to protect your interests. The companies
we represent are sound, solid and solvent. Come and see us and get posted
Ofec• No. 103 South Second
street. Office phone No. 940 red.
Residence phone No. 580-a. Re-.
spectfolly, Julius Friedman.
UMBRELLA repairing and covering neatly dem. 112% E. Third St.
014111ANINO and pressing nearly
done. James Daley, old phone 711-r.
HEATING and stove wood, Frank
Levin, both 'nhones 437.
FOR RENT-One side, of store
428 Broadway. Phones /612.
FOR
Thirteen-room house,
modern conveniences. Old phone 464.
FOR RENT- Stable, 326 South
Third.

'RUNABOUT
LAMPS

No delay will be had and property
owners along the route or tue proposed sewer extension in district, No.
2. Ninth street to Thirteeuth street,
must pay for the improvement.
Lawn Party.
This was the decision of the genAt their pretty suburban home the
Mimes Pieper entertained last evening eral council in committee of the
.complimentary to Miss Felma Pieper. whole last night. The cost will be asLOC.IL LINES.
Tee spacious lawn was prettily be- sessed against the abutting property
decked with colored
lanterns and according to estimates of the engiseats were arranged for the pleasure neer and the contractor ran look to
FOR
RENT-Nice
furnished
Continued From Page Two.)
-Tor Dr. Pendley ring 416.
of the guests.
Delightful refresh- the property for his pay, the assess- rooms, 408 Washington.
ment
-C. L Brunson &
becoming
ments
a
lien on the land.
were served to Lk011e Premix'.
FOR RENT-Rooms with board.
Co• have moved
their flower store to 621 Broadway. gar Prince- at Ape Casino
The boards met In joint session
last night Games and progressive conversation
326 Routh Third.
-Capt. Frank Harlan, of the Pa- and everyone enjoyed it.
last night at the call of Mayor YelAll, the were features of the evening
WANTED--PosItion as nerve or
ducah po:ice force, desires to state seats were taken and many
per, who presided. Aldermen Palmer
were corehouse girl. Address A., care Bun.
that the person 'Mho was seen take the pelled to stand. The patronage to
Among those registered at The and Chamblin and Councilmen HerFOR RENT-Four room house,
buggy whip from a buggy at Fourth the company has been excellent and Palmer today are: W. G. Irvan. Har- zog and Bennett were absent.
and Jones streets at noon and proceed the management of the park has de- din, Ky.; G. H. Robinson, Louisville;
The question was raised about the 815 South Third. Phone 222.
out Tennessee street with it, will be cided to have the company remain H. C. Richards, Hopkineville. Ky., terms of the advertisement for bids,
SUITS CLEANED and Missed 76
prosecuted if he does not surrender here another week
The standard of B. 14. Scott, New York; T. U. Hern- which provided that CO per rent, of Mats. fikesmon the tailor 113 South
it. He carried a pitcher in his band. operas are far above the average and don, St. Louis; W. R. Hanlon, Cos- the coat should be paid as the work Third street. Phone 1816-a.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400% no doubt the theater will have as hocton, O.; H. J. Cotteral, Cincin- progressed. according to estimates.
WANTED- Boys; steady work.
Broadway. Phone 114.
good patronage next week as it hae nati; A. H. Egan, Louisville; W. A. The city has no fund., available met Columbia Manufacturing Co., Me-Vituara Fraley and Rehel Jones. had this.
Duke, New Orleans; C. L. Kluge. the only way such • Man could be chanicsbu rg.
alias Lamb, two girls yet in their
New York; L. M. Wingfield, Toledo, followed would be tru t•e•ue bones. -14"TtNTED-A boy to learn the
teens, were taken to the state reform
---It has been many a long da 0.; Max Wolf, Louisville; L. W. Ma- The city solicitor held that no bonds tailor trade. Solomon. the talhar, 113
school at Lelington, Ky., last night by since a theatrical organization
could
be-issued without submitting Routh Third street.
has son. Mayfield, Ky.; H. J. Moorman.
Officers Dick Wood and Albert Selmer. been aeorded ouch enthusiastic
and Mayfield, Ky.: U. 0. Winfrey, Mia- the question to popular tie.. at a
WANTED-- A weL sues* with child
The) go for three years mt.
ronsisteist support as has been given dlesboro, Ky.; G. 0. Bateman. Jop- regular election.
4 or 5 metes old. Apply Dr.-Reface
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 300 Fra- The Beggar Prince
This would delay the work until
Opera conipasy Pa, III.
Rivers.
WANTEu - Boys above Is years
ternity budding.
during-their last week's engagement
Belvedere: H. M Kanalil, Evans- it could not be accomplished this
ut
age to learn mule spinning at the
FOR
BALE-Beautiful
city
lots
Carterville. III., at Wallace park
on
--Old Reliable
Their excellent ville, Ind.; R. G. Mathews. Owens- year. It is the endeavor of the gensmall moth ly payments. H. C. Hol- Cohankus Mfg. Co. Can earn from if
sang, nut, and egg coal is the work In those dear old operas
eral
council
and
Mayor
Yetser
to
gee
boro,
Ky.; Guy Hollingsworth, St.
which
lins. Trueheart Bldg., old phone 127. to $5 per week after learning. Apcheapest. Bradley Bros. Phone 339. yqur mother hums
to the High
and your father Louis; Chas. D. Colpepper. Louis- the system extended
-One load of our coal will make whisees -has been witnessed
NtED--- To sell your property. ply at the office of the Cehankuil
9VAby a good ville! G. H. Winworth. Chicago; C. school and the Illinois Central shops
you an advertiser for us. Bradley house every night and In response
H.
C.
Hollins
No. 9, Trueheart Mfg. Co., 9th and Boyd Ste, city.
as
soon
possible
as
Other
extensions
to F. Melton, Louisville; 3..8.
Bros. Phone 339.
Bldg.
Telephone
WANTED-- School, having new,
127.
will be taken care of at a later date.
the popolar demand of Pseneah's mu- Loutmllie; R. E. Green, Chicago.'
Naturalization Law.
This delay caused the general
Frankfort. Ky., August 15.- A
4750.00 buys improved Win, 35 attractive propositions, veshes ener-TO* Sun office Is prepared to fur- sic /opens the management has sueMesdames Lucy Clark,
Avery
council and Mayor Yeiser to favor acres; tine land: near Massa's Mills. getic woman to visit towlis in Ken- letter received at the state executive
nish the very latest things in engraved medSe g in keeping them for another Young and T. H. Cox are %rafting
reltucky. Good salary *nu expenses department today from Commissionthe plan adopted and the action was Apply 413 Broadway.
or printed calling cards and invitations week of repertoire work in the stand- atives in Metropolis
today.
Paid weekly. Some knowledge of mu- er General E. W. Sargent. of the
unanimous, Mayor Yaeger voting.
of any sort, and is making special ard light opera. A large and enthusWANTED-*toting
men
to
board.
Messrs. William Burch and Char"I am heirttly In favor of the ac- Bath and other conveniences, 912 sic preferred, but not essential. Jos- national department of commerce
Matte
prices now, for a few days.
.attendance M anticipated.
lie Martin, engineers on the Minos
WI H. Moore -Paducah, KY.
tion Of the -general council in this Jefferson
and labor, the bureau of Immtgra-There
certain.)
Is
dearth
no
of
Dr V teytne, posician. Phones
Central. returned today from Wickmatter "- said Mayo, Ymeer- "Wites
Ajoe
and netttralizatron dtrects -*tamusement -at Wallace- park thew
l-272: Offire Fraternity bete/fine
WANTED.
'ARMY
FOR.
TT. S.
WANTED---MI(1- timlier and WM
liffe after attending court.
there is public work of ,-uch an uract of congress, under which, aftedays and it is becoming more and
hands. Good wages. Frank Lum- Able-bodied unmarried men between
-- City subscribers to the Daily
Miss Anna Larkin ie vieltine Miss
gent nature and so favorably' re- ber Co.,
more popular with the waning of the
ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United September 27. next. jurisdiction s.
old phone 14581.
Bun too wish the delivery of their
May Morrow and Mrs Boo Mahan at
ceived by the people, -0 4o 1201 belimited to courts which
retry "dog dims" Temerrew afterhave, •M
papers stopped must notify our ear.
MaiSCRI7
FOR EtON1*--•-rie. raoms °Ste' States, of good character and temseal, a clerk .and jurisdiction in se
lieve in tutus to hinder operations.
perate
habits,
who
can
speak,
read
lectors or make their requests direct nooit there will be a band concert and
Kamleitars grooery. Apply to Henry
Miss Gussfe Herring returned from Thia council le Repubaran, while
a hall game, tomorrow evening anand write English For information liens at law or equity, in which the
to The Sun office. No attention will
Kamlelter.
other hand concert and a tree show will return tomorrow from a visit to am • Democrat, yet I believe we
apply to Recruiting Office, New ih- amount In controversy Is unlimited."
be paid to such orders when given te
HICKORY -WOOD-- Phases. Old
at the pavilion
should go ahead and co-operate to
With its atiady walks Denver and Colorado Springs, Col.
such courts being the only tribumond linuae. Paducah. Ky.
Our carriers. Sun Pub. Co
442, New 598 Delivered promptly.
Mrs.-J. C. De Merl will leave next secure these improvements. I
and f001 nooks. Wallace park is a
nals which can after that date enam
not
get one Of those Phoebe
THE
OZARK
HOTEL at Creel tertain applications
pretty good place to go, out there week to visit In Milwaukee. WM., ID the least afraid that we are pro- E. E. Bell & Sods.
for naturalizaPan Parses at R. D. Cements & camand Detroit, Mich.
FOR RENT-6 room cottage with *rings, III., will make a rate of VI tion. The commissioner general raclose to nature.
ceeding illegally."
Pen). It. latest in purees and a great
fur
week
per
$10
the
aid
balance
of t:Weitz that the courts
Mrs. Riney Lancaster went to
Some question has 'been retied by bath, 1036 Madison street. Apply to
ef Kentueity
eoeventeuee to the wearer.
The I C. railroad will he Advised
the merlon
people outside and Inside the city Dr. P. H. Stewart.
of the provisions of the
Mr Rupert Laftre, of 1AFeyette, McNary. Ky., this morning to visit.
-Before leaving on your rummer
gave 'reduced rates. The finest mud new law
Miss Gunge Herring returned from departments that the property ownupon the subject Of natuEtTRATBD-One dehorned Jeremy baths tn
Vacation don't fall to have The Sun Id., who has been visiting his parthe land at The Ozark, also ralization
Viola.
Graves
ers
can
county,
not
be
to the end
this morning.
assessed more than 11 row, light mine Address J. C. eVthat the
forwarded to you. Address changed ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Loftere. of
hot, cold, vapor, spray and ,.bower
Mrs. Frank Manta and Miss Bess per front foot. This is conceded by tars, Folsorndalc Ky.
courts,,and clerks entitled to receive
as often as desired. Be careful to Clements street, will return tonight
baths.
Lane have returned from a visit to tbesetty-Inthoritieet. but the improvenecessary forms and blanks ue
LOST -Black and white spotted
give postofilice, hotel or street adMKS. HARKNESS, Proprietress. •
friend. in Smithiand
designated to the bureau at Washment probably will not exceed such
about
months
k
Liberal
old.
redress.
dog.
-FARLEY & FISHER, Veterinary ington.
Mr.. S. H. Warren, of
as Sta- an amount, and a new amendment ward if returned to 1111 Monroe.
---Our customers are our best adSurgeons and Dentists. Personal atto
the
charter throws this extra enst
tion, has returned after a business
vertisers. Ask your neighbor BradHYMAN, The popular shirt man, is
tention to all diseases of horses an.I
pro rata on thotte who are benefited
trip here.
GET AWAY FROM THE HEAT.
ley Bros. Phone 339.
coming Hold your orders for him. he
dpgs. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
by the extension.
Mr.
J.
M.
will
Quinn
surely.
you.
please
fit
-11,'e guarantee to please you
and
has returned from
scientifically
equipped
hospital Tool. Bracing Breezes Attempt Blow at
with Old Taylor, Ky., Lump coal. WheatOpen
Close a visit to Detroit.
FRONT ROOM-For rent with 'where every case is assured careful
Markheic Island, Reached By
Mr. W.4i..Eaton has improved
7,0%
Sept
70%
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
board. 421 South Sixth. Old Phone attention. Bring your sick horses or
the D. & Qerfne.
731
/
4 suMciently from his attack of fever
73%
1949
-When going away or 'exiting • Der
call us, any time for consultation
to
be
(bra-on
the
streeti.
for a friend or relative, ring us up.
'FOR RENT-1 front room; all Office and hospital 129 South Third
The most popular of all inland sea
Mr. Clem J. Whitternore,of Frank47
Sept
48
Remember our carriages are for
modern conveniences. Inquire 713 Old Phone 1345, new 351; residence. resorts is Mackinac island, easily sad
43%
fort, Is in the city.
Dec.
44
white people only. Our service and
Ky. Ave.
old, 1816.
comfortaley aoessibie four times per
Miss May Hill, of Louisville. Is the
carriages are the heat. Prices reason- Oatesunfurnished
rtENT-POR
Three
-week via D. & C Ceast Line steamers
29%
29% guest of Dr. L F Bugg, of Twelfth
Sept
fleamadowal Divorce ('ame.
able earl uniformly the mine. Both
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
from Cleveland, Toledo and Detroit
304
10%
Dec.
Mrs
and
Monroe
Lola
Switzery
streets.
wife
of
phones 768. Palmer transfer Co.
Julian
1107 Monroe street.
Cool breezes, picturesque scenery and
Miss Lucy James. of South Tenth (Jule) Switzer, the
Porkwell-known
-Do sot be decetved,. Bradley
excellent fishing facilities are special
FOR RENT-A seven-room hoo-o
16.50 .17.00
street, will leave tomorrow for Ben- lodge man and Illinois Central maSept
'Bros. are sole agents ror Carterville.
features of the Mackinac region.
Ceeeren-ton, III.
chinist filed suit for divorce &gaunt No. 421 North Seventh. with all modlit';'Washedcoal. Pttone 339.
Send two-oent stamp for booklet
ern
conveniences.
Rowland,
No
2,
9..02
R.
9.19
Oct. .
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Cleaves will go her husband this morning In circuit
The annual 55.00 excursion to Milentitled "In Fairlyiand." Address
9,12
9.31.
to Chicago and Detroit next week to court They were married June 1. Trueheart Building.
Dec.
D. & C. Navigation Co,
eage via. I. C. R. R. will be rus
9.19
9.25
Jan,
visit.
A MI1-DLE-AGED, wealthy Arne
1905, and have lived together ever
Tuesday, August 21st. A great many
Detroit. Mich.
Starke-Mr. John K. Hendrick has re- since. She charges that he has been lean, retired. Ioneserne, wishes a is
Excellent
(aim 250 acres,
110 000
people are preparing to take advant1.73%
I. C.
1 . 73% turned from a business trip to Smith' guilty of-.,cruel end inhuman treat- companion. Please write. Lock Box
6 mites of city.
age orthls _special excursion, which Is
BUSINESS CHANGE.
1.48% land.
1.47
L. & N.
ment towards her on numerous occa- 126,114. Joseph Michigan.
the mostPopular run by the Illinois
GOO Brick store, Seventh and
$10
1.54'4
1.81%
U. P.
Master George AlleE Reeves. Jr., sions. She states that tiecause eg-one - FOR RENT-lea room noose modr;. es. edesserda Diepoesee of Interest at
Washington.
raison, railroad.
1.35%
.1.33% is vistting Mrs. D. G. Pares, at her attack he made on her, she was con- ern conveniences. Rest location and
Orde South Third Street.
1.88% home on West Jefferson street.
1.89
$7 500 Resilience, 7 mouse frontSt. P.
fined- for several days and had the equipment is the city. Apply to 319
1ST%
9,6%
ing court house park.
Mo. P.
Miss Eva Smith. of Mobile, Ala., care of a doctor. She further alleges North Sixth street. Old phes• 9/16
G:-W-- &tweets, preprietor of .)10
1.46
peon*.
FOR ffiletsg--Ussy terms. '3 sew
will arrive this evening to be the that he struck her ;n the back with
For the Ills Attendant
17 200 Beautiful berme, modern
Old Place. has fired out his interest in
guest of the Misses Welkert.
VOW:";-• •
a saucer of les cream and
throughout, best constr sr lion
drove bosses in Nortbview addition near
the saloon and grocery at AN South
Upon Hot Weather and
1.5514
1-59%
Steel
Mr. H. M. Bosworth. , candidate away her daughter, whom she haa 12th street oar line. W. D. Greer
on lot 1061171. A real home.
street, to his partner. A. A. AdThird
80
Fresh Vegetables Take
Lead
/or state auditor at the Democratic taken heme to preteet her.
West Broadway.
She 627 Broadway.
kin,, who will conduct the business in
1.50%
1 .64
T. C. I.
primary, spent yesterday in the city. asks for $1.000 alimony.
FOR SALE-New- launch; 20 ft.;
his own name heArtafte.
57%
14 000 Nine room residence on
45%
C. F. I.
Misses Margaret Blackman, of,
5 horse power; adjustable canopy
lo
'cosies,
out
hrenses.
1.07%
1" Evansville, and Clara Oloptonare. or
U. 8. P.
top. (M11 at 124 Clements street, or
Dr. George Hamilton.
45% SmIthland.
FOR TEACHERS.
42%
MINX) Four room residence,
U. S.
are-the guests of Mrs.
Dr. George D. Hamilton, of Jack- 2436. old phone.
.
fronting
court
house
park.
Frank Mentz.
son, well known in Paducah, died -WANTED:I- An experienefee:
They Stood Examination -By County
Local Markets.
Miss Allis Cabe!l has returned Thursday night in Memphis.
$2100 Vacant lot on Jefferson
ographer and office assistant. Mae
Board.
35c.
Chickenn--20c
to
Dressed
from a month's visit in Henderson.
near Fourteenth.
Dr. George D. Hamilton was 36 preferred East Tennesseb Telephone
The follqn:ing are those examinel
Eggs-20c dozen.
Ky.
years old, and eldest son of Dr. Frank company.
A splendid little home on
%-esterlay and today for county and
Butter-20c lb.
Miss Retta Hatfield has returned B. Hamilton. of Jackson, Tenn,
It removes po4son:1ms, painful obMonroe near Poentairt, •conteachers' certlficatele Miss Patstate
terrier
LOST-Bobtailed
pup;
fox
75c.
kWh Potateee-Per hit.
from a visit in Claiseyville, Ky.
vesis,ti y gy m ng.1 and Mitrestructions and leaves the bowels
Last Monday evening Drv,Hamilton black and white spot/eri, answers to
tie Chambers, Miss Gracie Hughes.
Potatoes-Per bu. 91 20.
Sweet
Attorney J. 0. Miller went to submitted to an operation. On ac- the name of Tige. Liberal reward if
clam, healthy and active. The
tive, 7 mime, bash, gas, modern
Clande Shemwell. Victor Wallace.
Country Hams- 15c. lb.
Princeton today on legal business,.
thrnughent.
count of his low physical condition he left at 'tend No. 1, market house.
county certificates; A. M Ragsdaie.
Green Sausage--10c, 1b.
The Bulletin of Vanderbilt University did not rally readily from the effects John Theobold.•
W. P Johnson. Mies May Ellis, state
12 000 Brick residence, 6 rooms,
Rausage--12%c. M.
states that Dr. I. B. Howell, of this of the operation and he died Thurscertificates. The examinations were
MORGAN.
blacksmith,
S.
409
large
J.
int,
out
houses.
Worthy
Country Lard-10e 111.
city, has been reappointed lecturer on day night.
fi. Third. Old phone 467. SuPeriel
conduoted by County Superintenlen.
Investigation.
hettnce--5c bunch
breed oil really tastes good, is
dental pathology in the dental departThe remains were taken to Jacksos work gearanteed.
S. J. Billington.
Exclusive agent
MOM
in
hri‘lie
000
on
South
12
gallon.
-10e
Tomatoes
easy to lake mod does not neon1nent of that university.
Friday.' Tbe funeral took place at the for flora stone side wire tires the best
e Peaches-241c basket.
F fib street Good condition.
ate. Particultrly gaol for chilDr J. R. Coleman has returned family residence on
Cumberland rubber tires made
Married at Parsonage.
dren.
13
200 Small farm near Union
Reans-10c, gallon.
from a business trip to Chicago.
street at let o'clock this morning, tee
Benjamin Bradley. 2lt years old.
Station
leiC a Bottle
on N , C. & St. L flue
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--14ases
Roasting Estr*--Ille dozen.
Dr. J. Q. Taylor left today
for Rev; A, 14. lissughltt officiating.
of St Louis, and Zula Ann Douglass,
mineral well.
ry and concrete work a specialty
Cantaloupes--20c dozen.
Bowling Green on business.
Mode by the
of Montgomrle City, Mo. 31 years
Odic*
126
South
Buttarbeans--141e. quart.
Fourth.
Phone, 490.
Mr. and Mrs. John L, Grayot who
For further particulars see
old, were married Able morning ny
Card 04 Thanks.
Residence phone 1337. Prompt at
Celery-40c dozen.
have been visitiog Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
the Rev. Newell.
tention
all
on
eat/mates.
Miller, left today for their home in
We wish to thank all who were
Incortrmited
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
iMadtionvIlle. KY
so kind to us during our late beA MODERN HOME, for sale. Six
DRUGGiSTS
-Every Berider
.1 'Mire01
Wheat, 65c be.
Attorney J. K. Hendrick :eft today reetrement, the Illness and death of rooms, bath, furnace
hardwood
peal relietahm gealibie
te
ESTATE
REAL
WM.,.
aml
MS Ilona 172
INSURANCE
Corn, 841- hii
for Murray. Ky., on business.
our mother, Mrs. It C. French.
floors, up-to-date 1,, every partieuVery pretty for framing or portfolio.
Night Bell at Side Deer.
I Treeittut
HO.,No. 1, $17; No. 2, $16.
Nest 127
Mae leteney Campbell, of Parts,
MRS. C. I.. ROIIEKTRON.
dal\ AttPly 011„ pratufies at 410 North
For sale by newsboys and Thompson,
New crop, No. :1 $14; 74o. 2. $11. Tek4.12.ylatttag trleiula ha the 49141(..
MRE MAUR 4:0)0P11611.810 Broadway.

TO AMUSE THE PUBLIC

The handiest trick
about the house. It
is just the thing
wanted id needed.
They will he sold at
HART'S this week
for 15 cents. The
other fellow gets 25c.

GEO. O. HART & SONS CO.
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FOR SALE
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LABOR TROUBLES THROUGH WINDOW
KENTUCKIANS IN
THE SADDLE NOW START DISORDERS YOUNG MAN FALLS

BARGAINS IN TICKETS
VIA ROCK ISLAND

Ii Several Important Govern- R modal' Peaceful Strike Marks The Step-ladder Slips and He
Is Thrown Off.
akeninx of People.
ment Departments.
Assi

TO COLORADO

Very low round trip rates all summer. Spacial
reducimm September 3 to 14 inclusive. One way
I
"Colonist" tickets will be on sale September 15 to October 31.

TO CALIFORNIA

sitting on tile Lid tt
nieir How Different Oreille, Broke off Harry Young, rasuer Hanger, Has, a
Narrow Keicasse From ISeatti at
From aline Body of tleicon.
l'hieet. .11re Taking Their
Tale's Unwell,
tents in Empire.
Vacations.

TO

At Cincinnati, 0.
GEN.

BleLL

IN

Wait

4)FFIt'E. TERRORISTS

BECAME

ACTIVE ARM CUT IN SEVERE MANNER-

Thrown through a window at Tate's
St. Petersburg, August 18.-- The
present revolution in Russia is very Grocery, Fifth and Jefferson streeta
lergely due to the workingmen. last night, by a slipping stepladder,
The have furnished the force that Harry. Young. a paper hanger, was Seriously Injured, and his escape fron
has pushed it along.
In the summer of 1896 a phe- fatal injury was narrow., He was
nonseison occurred In Si. Petersburg, thrown throunh a windoow and but
the like of which had never been for the strength of the cross idecee
dreamed of The operatives In 22 in the sash might have 'had his throat
cotton fat-tone,, numbering ...more cut. As it is he Is disabled by the
than 30,000, struck for a reduction severing of an. artery and leader In
of their day's work to 12 hours, for the left arm, and the injury nray prove
a slight increase in wages, to be permanent.
Young resides on the north side
paid by the week; for one and onehalf hours' time for dinner, to have and is a son of ex-Justice Jesse Young.
their machines cleaned during the 12 He was papering the Tate grocery at
At
working hours and for some other Fifth and Jeffereon streets.
o'clock last night he had nearly finchanges in the regulations.,
The denten& were so reasonable ished and -In his anxiety to complete
that Count Witte, then minister of the job that night moved too hastily.
finance,'ordered the companies to Hte.ladder slipped as he mounted to
grant them. The strike lasted only a the top ',Aka a strip of paper and he
few days. The methods employed by fell.
A cloned window was below him
the strikers were perfectry peaceful;
left arm
no vie:fleece occursed. The men am- and he fell against it. His
the
ply stayed at home instead of going and shoulder weal thryough and
badly
cult
was
arm
bt_the
glass.
The
to work and sent committees to the
fact that the strong cross arms did
niana:ters to explain.
not giro way mohably saved the paper
Socialist
waThe professional
going clear through the
ters soon obtained control of the hanger from
window and being ratan) cut.
=sea:tient, and, in addition to peaceThe wound was dressed by Dr. H.
ful demonstrations and suspensions
B Griffith. This morning Young was
of labor tot the purpose of obtaln;ng
able to he out.
concessions In wages and hours, cearmed
tient
velope4
Thomas Hawkins against steamer
Against tho government. The radical
Monis Hauer.
element went still farther and organWhereas a libel was ded In the disbranch" of the
ized the "fighting
claimants.
trict court of the Unl'ed States, for
treasury
party, which soon made itself known
On the other tide ,of the
the western district of Kentucky, at
building John 11 McDowell, formerly by a series of political murders.
Paducah on the 14th day of August.
confidential
clerk
Ky.,
Richmond,
ministers
Three
of
the
cabinet
were
of
1946, by Thomas Hawkins vs. trti-lim..looking
to the eirwervising architect. Is
assaaslated and The sentence of
Monie Bauer, her engines, tack •
after the interests of the new Ken- death passed by "the people's will'
panel, furalture, etc., and owners,
tucky building'
was executed upon several other oblessing
in substance that said steame
tern- jectionable officialt.
,. Kentuckians are at the head
was Indebted to him In the sum
beim:Nis-in
important
twe
•
of
-porsrtty
Natere tte the conservative-- and
three hundred and seven dollars, T
I
the pentane. department. The) are the radicals separated, and. in 1903.
same has never be,
of Cy nthisna. what are now known as the sweat wages, a-nd that
Richard M Webster
paid, and prays process against en:
SoneAret.
of
Conrard.
and Merle. A.
revolutionaries seceded from the sosteamer Monte Bauer and that t. first Is riding Assistant attorney cial Democratic patty, led by the
same may he condemned and sold .
general for he department, and, as Jewish Elti•d, the most energetic ane
pay said claim, with cote and expense
Important
retch. has (testae of the
dangerous Socialist organisation In
Now, therefore, In pursuance to ?I.
work of th• department In roonection Russia. Maxim, the mysterious age
mOnItIon under ^ea' of said court, '
4044vesw4fie44eva
heerter
and
the
with
Moe; Wits the leader of ihat faction.
hereby give puti
Mr Conrad is If. is now in the United States, a fu- me directed I do
of frand order rases
claiming sis.,.
persons
all
to
notice
postmaster gitive with
assistant
acting fourth
a price set upon his head.
steamer Monier Dauer, or in any way
away
on
being
DeGraw
genera!, P. V.
The sum of $3.500 will he paid to
Interested therein, that they be sr, I
his annual leave. Mr. Criers.' has re- anyone who delivers him dead or
before the district 'court of t
appear
clines concluded an investigation of alive to the RUS81$11
States In the city of Paducah
United
asfourth
. several bureaus under the
Maxim Is a very remarkable man
Ky , on or before the 3rd day of Sepsistant's offiela
His identity has never been definite- tember 1906, at 10 o'clock a. m., of
disbursing
and
termite%
John W
ly fixed. He wears a pseudonym. bti
that day, thee and thei• to Warrior
appointment der* of the eentns (Mica, It is known that he is a Polish Jew
their
claims and to make their allegahas been In charge of that bureau off by birth, that he is a graduate of the
tions in that behalf.
late.,
periods
of
lengthy
and on for
University of Warsaw and that he
GEO. W. LONG. U. S. M. W K. D.
studied law in the onice of one of the
By WADE BROWN, Deputy.
—We handle the best players os principal attorneys In that city. Last
Begin & Martin prectort for libelthe market; we also handle a cheap year he left his ntudtes and appeared let.
pla“.r, See us for prices. D. H. at the head of a movement which
Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway. tried to set up an independent reProf. Tyler, of Amherst college,
public on socialistic .principles in the said recently: "A man can live comThe reason why people always like Baltic province's.
fortably without brains: no man ever
Although not more than 24 or 25 existed without a digestive system
bible. and kittens Is that they alyears of age, pale, beardless and of The dyspeptic has neither faith. hip,_
ways- act naturally.
delicate physique, Maxim has a won- or charity " Day by day people realderful power over his fellow beings ize the importance of caring for their
and fairly enthralls every audience digestion; realize the need of the
he addresses. He speaks five lan- use of a little corrective after overguages: his voice is powerful a
eating. A corrective like Kodol For
musical, his manner is rnsitmeretAnd Dyspepsia. It digests what you eat.
I am told that he can hypnotise his Sold by. Lang Bros.
hearers until they almost become
hyeae.rical.
—We ship pianos and organs diParities ladies are noted for their
During his brief career as a revrect from factory of our own makes
Amercan
g
--feet beauty and a keen
olutionary leader Maxim
his wed
and seven you commission, D. Ti.
observer claims that their beauty in several narrow escapes front
death
Dalrivrin ii1 company, 520 Broadway.
heir
of
Ore
proper
rare
dee to the
and capture. Thrhe or fiatir have been
and the use of Parittan Sage,
.almost...jacuICHIES. which
Increase
You need a pill? Use De Witt's
In Paris the ute- nf Parisian Sage, his influence,- for these experiences
Little Early Risers, the famous litthe wonderful regenerating ffirencb have added-to the mystery --Fh
1 -Tch entle pills. Do not sicken or gripe, but
Hair ['fretting is almost nnivernal velops him.
results are sure. Sold by Lang Bros.
tne
Is
remarkable
preparation
This
----Wm. E. Curtis, In Chicago Record(Discovery of a noted scientist. Prof.
Herald.'
Mulionsee For Ten Om.
Girona, and Is now being generally
sold in America and Is especially iii
Why does the sun burn? Why does
demanl In New rods society.
a
monqulto sting? Why do we feel
I
"1 am now 57 years old nnr1
have se nice head of dark colored IsehaPPY in the Good Old Summer
hair delved II am glad to say) by Theo? Answer: we don't. We use De
SAT' Par-elan Sage, I have used ma- witra Witch Hazel Salve, and these
Are interested In souveny "Hair Restorers" and hare re- little illa don't botner us. Learn to
ceived more benefit from your Pari- look for the name on the box to get
nir ptst cards take a
sian Rage than from all the others. the genuine, Sold by Lang Bros.' •

Washington. Aug. IS - -Kentuckians are having their Innings at runniag the government now. The) are
itiftIng on the lid in several of the
mast Important departments of the
government einem, the absence of the
heads of those departments
Gen. J
Franklin Bel!, chief of the staff of the
army. during Secretary
Taft'a absence in Canada, holds the ranking
office In the war department
hist
now the chief of staff is particularly
busy In connection with the sunsm.i.
maneuvers of regular and
militia
troops in various parts of the country
and with the estahletenent of brigade
Posts for the army.
In the treasury departir it seeiral
Kent :deans are doing g 1 leek
Chief among these is Harry (Hosannal. who In the absence of his superior allege Internal Revenue Commissioner John W Yerkess. is the person
▪ rePresentatvo of that gentleman in
many matters,
ControlIer, of tbe Treater) R. J.
enio? lug a hard-earned
Tracewel
rest at his home at Corydon. Ind and
-ilAseistant Controller L. P. Mitehell.
of New Cantle, Ind . and chief Clerk
C. -M Forty, of Siseasyville. Ky., are
boding deters the control'et's ebb
Judge Foree is just now engagel upon
the enormous task of signing some
wartens of thousands of treasury
rants made payable to. certaln New
York Indians and other government

W

"ON

If You

I have found your "Ilatr Restorer'
the only one that would really restore the hal- to itt natural rotor.
After the firs application the dandruff disappeared and after a few appliceliont I noticed my hair turning
to its natural color. Mrs James Harrison, 106 Monroe Ave.. Rochester.
N. Y"
Any WOrtirlt1 can increase her attractiveneee and have Beautiful 811ken and luxuriant hair by using Pa Helen Sage. It is guaranteed to cur
dandruff in six days or money hare.
Parisian Sage 50 tients a bottle. Soil
and gnafanteed by W. B. McPherson
or emir he hid dlroci hr mail from.
the manufretarers, GifOisx
Ro

C.

month
we will
—During tit.ts
make tpeelal price' and terms on pianos and organs. It would be worth
your time and save you money to
see our pianos and get our prices before buying, D. H. Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway.
In this state it is not necessary to
serve a Ave day's notice for eviction
of a cold, Use the original laxative
cough syrup, Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar. No opiate'. Sold
by
Lang Bros.
A woman I-I seldom rkatiqassa,4en
treed to do tier a
In old dresc
4 :ut-Li

Kodak
On your vacation and
vroture views that are
entirely original. We
carry Kodaks in stock
from

August 28 to September 22

Full sunk of films and,

McPherson's Drug Store
North

end Broadway ,

„......---,......—....,..--.—__,t

hock Island
System

Most Stupendous Industrial
Show of the Year

round

all

trip rates

P. S. WEEVER,
GEO. H. LEE,
Tray. Pass. Agt.,
Gen, PASS, Agt.,
N.ashyille, Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark.

Nisia

.-monnsw
IN MUSIC HALL

"THE BLUE MOON"
Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

Great London Spectacle
by the Shuberts

Staged

fOoarteigy of lienoire Opera flown 041

of ehselnrisitt,0
Le,meeie of Lyric Theatre

r

First American Production

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
North Fifth St., Next Kentucky Theatre

BIG ROSTER df ATTRACTIONS
Fighting the Flames
The Hippodrome
Palace of Aladdin
The Baby Incubator

They can save you n oney, and
take your o.d wheel in exchange. We want an un-

Chateau le Hort*
Temple of Art
Backwoods Inn
flair's Tours

limited number of second hand bicycles.

United States Government Army and Navy Display
THE DOUBLE DIP of DEATH
Free, Thrilling Attraction in Me Park

Remember this tr the cheapest house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles.
Parts furnished for any make of
wheel, Expert machinists in
onr repair shop.
All work
guaranteed,

Visit Cincinnati during the day• of her Autumn Glory. All
Railroadslive Reduced Round Trip Rates. If you want more Fall
Festival Information, address
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Cincinnati Fall Festival Association
CINCINNATI, 0.

A POSITIVE FACT AND WHY
IN any gstlieriog of fair Paducah
A waive fainty mints or wellbred children will be found a goodly
represint.tion of Rock's Shoes'.
We have secured the foremost and
meet representative shoe lines in the
count iy and we ere abow.iot you re w
eiods We are keeping sizes to fit
•ny font.
We sire receiving ?ally our fall
shares and colforels and want you to
call visa let us show you Our stock.
We have the best school shoes for
boys and girls in the country and
will he ready tit shoe the children
for school days that ate fast appr etching.
We can sbundantl• *bow the why
an:! wbgrefore of these
tots.
Will you call, remembering if they're
Reek's they re right, if they're right
they're Rock's.

•
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-
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Shirt Bosoms Starched flight
Ever have your shirt. returned from the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckbiand and sides of the
bosom?
We havehave a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all ovcr the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you.

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
•

Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

-----

ir

TO LET

Li

elaPee

Several superior offices' on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

(EFS Of SNOESAMO SATISPICripit

3Z I 111110.AOW AY

PADUCAH ICY,

Phones Old 1486-a; New 586

American.German National Bank

BARGAIN MATINEE

227 Broadway

Saturday_Afternoon, August 18
WALLACE PARK CASINO,
.
BEGGAR PRINCE OPERA CO.
_

A T

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT-When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question It:
Who's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
113 klouth Pourth
325 Kentucky

PRESENTING

Ave.

Both Phones 201

OLIV ETTE

Fans! Fans!
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS

10 Cents to All Parts of
the House.

$1.00 to $20
supplies.

.
o
s.
v
ue.y ln.w
HOT SPRINOS, ARK.

Illustrated Booklets and Full lnformition Regard.
lug Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

"The MOTHER of EXPOSITIONS"

.nla

Why the Ladies of
Paris are Beautiful.
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The Manager
Of the B.V. A.
By VAUGHAN IkESTER.

FROM VINCENNES
TWO MORE TAKEN

Quigley, 3b
Cooper, le,
Wetzel, 3.1e,
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Platt,. p.
Miller, p.
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If You Can't Go'to Dawson for Your Health
You Can Go to "Mac's"
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Received in Fresh Supplies Nice
a Pay at McPherson's Drug Store

AT FIVE CENTS A GLASS

McPHERSON'S
DRUG STORE

•

A TIP

See Bradley Bros.

0,A L-

•

WK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBB

• Telephone

WILL Unit II

•
•

Ube

LEN OX HOTEL
BUFFALO

40 YEARS OF SUPREMACY

CITY TRANSFER CO.
at
Olauber's Stable.

hauling.

We are ready

TELEPtIONf 499

McNIERSON'S DRUG ST( RE

LEAGUE PARK
PADUCAHNS. CAIRO

AUGUST 18,19, 2.CEAND 21
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Sherrill=King Mill and
Lumber Company
We are a new industry, organized March, 1906,
to do a general saw mill business. We employ
50 skilled mechanics and laborers. We wholesale all of our product, but solicit your patronage
in a retail way through Sherrill-Russell Lumber
Company, to ‘vtum we have contracted to do
their saw milling. We manufacture into 'umber
all the local woods and can cut anything you may
want in timbers or boards from 4 feet to 44
feet long. We invite you to visit our new
plant on Meyers street in Mechanisburg.

SATI:RDAY, AUGUST 1$.

SHERRILL-RUSSELL LIMBER CO.
E guess you know us. If not let s get acquainted.
Our main office is located at Eleventh
and Tennessee Streets; our electrical equipped planing
mill Eleventh and Jones streets; our
m iii wirer» n it E
a
streets; our ulloaling tation Fourteenth and
Tennessee streets; our saw mill Meyers street, Mecharli
csburg; oil* yards and :warerooms
No. 2 at Fourteenth and Tennessee streets. At each of
the above named places you will
find a competent manager who will welcome and find
pleasure in serving you. Consider:
First, our equipment and ability to serve you; second,
our stock, which is the largest and
best assorted in the country; third, our prices, which are
always in line. Then: If we cannot have
your patronage, tell as our faults and we will correct the
m. Our planing mi,11 and saw mill are running every day. We can furnish as cheap or as fin: a
class of all kind of building material as you can
find in any city. Interior finish in any wood, detail wor
k of any character given our special attention.
We respectfully solicit your patronage.

Sherrill-RussellLumberCompany
Both Phones 295. Prompt Delive
ry.

IlitoocAti FREE FALL CARNIVAL.
SEPTEMBER 10 TO 1 5

•

BODY BURNED
101: Ki%ls NI a A1.14

Lii

wiestt.rt'VE.
-As. in Colored Fier. But N.. tine
it'Itnessed Killing —siteP%ed
Nies off !tercet.

Joe King, colored
-who white
drinking shoved three white men off
the pavement in Wickltffe last week,
reepuking at the time that he did
sot give a "d ---n for all white folks,"
I, dead and it was reported that because of the ill feeling towards him
.his body was permitted to lie in ais
undertaker's shop in a rough box
without burial for several days. in
Vie? that the body had never' been
1Ifirb-dr-iftn. Wickliffe Town marshal
denied the report. King was Jrinxlag and did have words with and
shoved some men off the pavement,
bat it was thirty minutes after this
that the shooting occurred.
The
abovit!ng occurred its
r
aad no on savr-tt-'but the murder/'
1.2 fact the authorities ran not nuri
animae who was in,the bar at Inc
time. The marshal states that the
body was burled the next day,
hours after death.

THE OLD RELIABLE ST.BERNARD COAL
NONE SUPERIOR

REDUCED IN PRICJE THIS MONTH
St. Bernard Lump Coal
-

St. Bernard Nut Coal
Anthracite, Best Grade, delivered from car

-

THERE IS NO KENTUCKY
COAL

12c Bushel
11c Bushel
$9.00 a Ton

LIKE ST. BERNARD

Place Your Orders Now

ST. BERNARD COAL CO.
JOE T. BISHOP,Manager.

in his native tongue.
son. pastor. The R„
.
5. sip-d er,
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE — 527 of Trenton, will preach
morning and
Broadway
Services Sunday at 10:30 evening. The Rev.
T. T. Marlin will
a. in. Subject Christ Jesus. Wedpreach in the afternoon at 3 o'clock
Notice to Contractors.
h p. iii. The public cordially ,SECO'ND'—
The Rev E. H. Cuu
Bids will be received at the ofilcs
Methodist
invited
nitigharn, pastor. 11.1yiect of
of the city engineer, in the City of
morning
- MECHANICSBURG — The RevL.,
sermon, "Personal Work:" evening.
Paducah, Kentucky, up to 3 o'clock. J. W. Cantrell,
pastor. Preaching at ,
German.
"Sin' of Withholding Truth,"
Auguat 25, 1906, for the construe 11 a. m. and
p. in. Sunday school
EVANGELIC-Al, — The Rev. W.
tIcellot about seven (7) miles of 9:15 a. in.
pworth League, 7 p. in.,; M. Bourquin, pastor.
Morning servicombined sanitary and storm water led
Christian.
by Miss Lizzie Dimmick.
rex at in::to o'clock. The Rex. WulfTENTH STREET-- The ROY. H.
sewers, in the city of Paducah, Ken-, BROAD
WAY-- The Rev. T. J. man, of Springf
ield, 0, will preach W. Bass, pastor. Sunday
.tucky.
schtigi at
Newell. pastol-. Preaching tervicea in English
. Regular evening service 9:30 o'clock
Plans and specifications will be morning and
a. in. Communion at
evening. Morning subs at 7.45 .o'cloek. Sunday
school at 10:45 o'clock..A full attendance
oe die in the engineer's °Mee, in the Jed:
at
"Who Shall Deliver I's Front 9'30 a. m.
both meetings Is desired as importcity of Factored, Kentucky, after Au- These Accurs
sis
ed Things."
it
I
Miss Mabel Shelton will sing ant announcements will .1w made.
OM 15. 1906. A certified check of
TRIMBLE STREET — The Rev.
i "Callest Thou Thus, 0, Master
," at
91.000 insist accompany each soul W. W. Armstrong,
I
pastor. The Rev. the mornin
g service. At the evening
every bid.
Presibyterisn.
J. W. Blackard. presiding elder, will , service
Mrs. B. Nylon/mu will "gag
The city reserves the right to re preach mornin
FIRST- The Rev. W. E. rave,
g and evening.
' the "The Angel's Serenade" with pastor.
:tact any and all tdd
Sunday school at 9:30 a. ui
—
, violin obligato by Mrs. Har.ly
D, A YEIRER, M•yor,
BrePervibyterwn.
I ant.
Paducah, Ky.. August 4, 1906
—Our pianos are known; so are
SOCTII AND KENTUCKY-- The
LUTHERAN -The 'Rev A. C. 11- we. Ask
your neighbor about them;
Rev. K. H. M. flasmaJlan, formed, . ten, pastor.
ISM ,Baaaa Wooder
No morninx service , some have used
them over thirty
Cures *11 kidney, bladder and ASO: of Conatautinople, hut now of
At• i English aermon in the evening. Topic. years; they
are guaranteed from sevmatte troubles; sold by .1. H. dal. tants, Ga., will nil the pulpit morn"Sins of Omission."
en years to indefinite time. D. H.
schtatsger, 601 Broadway, Dr. I. W Ing and evening. The,
evening sub- ;
, Baldwin & commute; 620 Broadway.
Hall, Aloe 19)41 Oliva _a root,
yen will be: "Crescent 'Against the
Baptist.
Lira* *EN
Cross." He will sing in English and
FIRST— The Rev Calvin" ThompSubscribe For The Oa.

FFATIIIES OF SUND7SE—T1CITIS

Both Phones 75
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LAST SERIES OF THE SEASON
It

LEAGUE PARK
August 14, 15, 16, 17
August 18, 19, 20, 21
Paducah Vs. Vincennes PADUCAH VS. CAIRO
Double Header Aug. 19 and 21—PADUCAH Vs.
CAIRO
Games Called at 2:30 p m.

LADIES ADMITTED FREE AUGUST 17th
mid 21st
Regular Games at 3:30 p. m.
Admission 35c, Bleachers 25c, Box Seats
60c
Let all come out and make this closing series a memorable
one in the history of
the national game in Paducah. Give the home bnys a
boost.
4111.11111111111/1111111as-

Subscribe for The Sun. 10c Per
Week
,
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